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I’m excited to welcome you to PE2theMax II: 
Stepping up the “Game” in Physical Educa-

tion. My intent and desire in writing this book 
along with future resources is to assist physical 
educators in “stepping up their game” by in-
troducing games that are more relevant to to-
day’s students. The truth is our physical educa-
tion audience has drastically changed. Zavacky 
(2004) states that today’s obesity epidemic 
affects every age group, and, as a result, there 
is an urgency to motivate and help students 
persevere and embrace physical activity. This 
epidemic, I believe, is predominantly due to 
what children are exposed to now days while 
growing up in an American society. The inter-
net blogs, computer games, and visual enter-
tainment frenzy has drained the life-blood out 
of our children. If physical active learning expe-
riences are less than joyful, physical educators 
may continue to find their students develop-
ing stronger preferences for less healthful fun 
activities hyper-marketed by a consumer cul-
ture (Michaelis 2005). Who needs recreation, 
imagination, creativity, and critical thinking 
when it has all been packaged for children and 
conveniently placed right at their fingertips?  

Since 1995, in my years of teaching physical 
education, I’ve witnessed children starting to 
make connections that exercising and hav-
ing fun do not go together. This is devastat-
ing! It is scary to imagine that if our students 
are not having fun with movement by being 
challenged or experiencing success, they may 
choose not continue to move as they get older. 

It is for these reasons that we as physical edu-
cators MUST review and possibly revamp our 
current curriculum units, lessons, and games. 
Our units, lessons, and games should move 
from teacher-focused objectives to student-

focused objectives. A teacher-focused objec-
tive, in my opinion, is any lesson/game that is 
designed or implemented to meet (or show 
that we have covered) a curricular objective(s) 
based on, in many cases, system-wide and/or 
national standards established for physical 
education. Often times, due to this pursuit in 
finding or designing the best possible lessons 
and games to meet these standards, teach-
ers unknowingly overlook the desires of the 
audience that they are trying to educate. Stu-
dents learn, understand, and value only those 
things they actually care about. Educators 
should spend time finding out what kids care 
about and differentiate the curriculum to nur-
ture their passions as well as their self-esteem 
and confidence (Smith 2005). Chen and Darst 
(1999) attribute students’ low motivation in 
wanting to learn physical skills to the lack of 
interesting learning tasks. I feel that student-
focused objectives take into consideration ev-
erything in the teacher-focused objective, but 
this style addresses this question, “Can I meet 
the physical education standards and my cur-
ricular objectives in a way that maximizes fit-
ness, participation, and skill acquisition in the 
most “fun” way imaginable to the children I 
service so as to contribute to their pursuit to-
wards lifelong fitness?” 

With this question in mind, I set out to dare to 
be different with my approach to the games I 
designed for my students. As mentioned ear-
lier, I knew that many students were begin-
ning to feel that exercise and fun could not 
possibly go together. I wanted kids to have 
fun in my class, but have fun while still meet-
ing my specific learning outcomes. Meredith 
& Welk (2004) believe that physical educators 
must connect the health benefits and cogni-

Preface
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tive knowledge of physical activity and fitness 
to something that students can relate to so 
they may see immediate personal benefits 
through physical activity. I began disguising 
fitness-packed games with unique activities 
that stimulated imagination, group coopera-
tion, deductive reasoning, creative thinking 
skills, and problem solving. I have discovered 
students perform the same age-old exercises 
to accomplish the goals of the game as long 
as the games were fun and intriguing. Yes, I 
basically trick my students to “get moving” by 
utilizing exercise as a major component of the 
game, while also challenging them to use their 
brains to become successful. I believe that if I 
can get students to focus on the “end result” 
while engaged in physical activity, then they 
will not focus so much on the movement but 
on accomplishing the task at hand, eventually 
learning to get excited and appreciate ALL as-
pects of physical education. Once children are 
“turned on” to the game, it is likely they will 
continue to play, thus gratifying the ambition 
of physical educators and achieving a major 
goal of physical education (Oslin, 2004). 

As physical educators, we often tell students 
EVERYTHING we want them to do, yet our de-
sired outcome is for students to choose to be 
physically active now and as adults. So, another 
key element, crucial in the design of my games, 
is to help intrinsically motivate students. This 
will contribute to their appreciation of exercise 
and pursuit for lifelong fitness by giving stu-
dents some control over their physical activity 
learning experience. This can be done by giv-
ing children opportunities to make their own 
choices within the games being played. When 
students have some control over the content 
and process of their learning, intrinsic motiva-
tion is raised and discipline problems decrease 
(Jensen 2000). 

With delight I present to you PE2theMax II: 
Stepping up the “Game” in Physical Educa-
tion. This book is a guide to enhancing any 
physical education program. Although equip-
ment needs for the games are based on large 
classes, the games are designed for any class 
size. I have used large class sizes as examples 
because it is easy to adapt a game to meet the 
needs of smaller classes by simply not using 
as much equipment. This resource provides 
invigorating and challenging activities for 
classes of all sizes, resulting in minimal disci-
pline problems and maximum participation.

All games and activities are classroom-tested 
and have been used successfully with children 
ages 4 to 13. They maximize participation and 
ensure that every child is provided with nu-
merous opportunities for success while learn-
ing basic fitness-, sport-, and academic-relat-
ed skills. I have placed special emphasis on 
experiences that encourage teamwork and 
improve self-esteem, initiative, decision mak-
ing, and creative thinking. These values are 
instilled through motivation and challenging 
games and activities that will have all children 
wanting more.

These coeducational units and games provide 
flexibility that educators can easily combine 
with already-established units, and modi-
fy them to best meet program needs. The 
games contain easy-to-read illustrations and 
diagrams to aid in class setup. Although most 
lessons and games use standard physical edu-
cation equipment, additional equipment may 
be appropriate. 

Let PE2theMax II guide you toward greater 
success in your physical education program 
and most importantly, students having lots of 
fun in the gym. Now let’s play!
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PE2 the Max II contains innovative physical education games for elementary and middle 
school classes with as few as 16 students and as many as 80. This section will familiarize 
you with the organizational format of each game.

Grade-level: Age group the game works best 
with. Please note that the game’s age-appropri-
ateness is at the discretion of the physical educa-
tion teacher.

Objective: The game’s purpose and some or all 
of the skills it reinforces. 

Equipment: Equipment needed to meet the 
game’s objective. Please note that the amount 
of necessary equipment will vary according to 
class size. For example, the number of items list-
ed for each piece of equipment might be based 
on a class of 48 students with 6 players per team. 
For smaller or larger classes, simply provide the 
amount of equipment needed for the number of 
teams.

The equipment is only recommended. You 
might decide a game would benefit from adding, 
subtracting, or completely eliminating some of 
the recommended equipment. Also, you can sub-
stitute similar pieces of equipment. For example, 
instead of using 28-inch traffic cones as targets, 
markers, and dividers, you can use smaller cones, 
poly spots, or any other suitable item.

Procedure: Recommended series of steps for 
game setup and preparation. Pay close attention 
to the object of the game, how to begin, and spe-
cial notes and options.

Rules and safety: Overview of rules that help 
maintain a safe environment.

Variations: Possible modifications to enhance 
or alter each game’s outcome. The variations list-
ed are not exhaustive—make creative changes in 
order to meet your program’s needs.

Individual Activities: Explains, as if speaking 
to the students, ways to vary the activity for stu-
dents, to work alone, with a partner, or in a group. 
Not all games contain these components.

Diagrams and figures: Diagrams of the game’s 
setup illustrate approximately where to place 
equipment. Due to facility or space limitations 
and safety, you may need to adapt the setup. Fig-
ures are included to help you visualize part of the 
activity.

Scenario: Sequence of events or story to help 
get imaginations flowing and prepare students 
for the exciting game ahead. Not all games have 
a scenario.

 � Take advantage of opportunities to relate the 
game challenge to real-life situations students 
will encounter one day. The end of a game is 
often an ideal opportunity for such discus-
sions.

 � Unless otherwise indicated, all games are de-
signed to be played in a gym or open space. 
You may modify any game or activity by vary-

ing equipment or play-area dimensions to 
meet your program’s goals.

 � The systems for equipment setup and disper-
sion, signals for starting and stopping games, 
and methods for dealing with behavior prob-
lems are necessary time-management compo-
nents that help ensure the overall success of 
each game.

Teaching Tips

Game Organization
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 � Consider the time of year, season, and weath-
er conditions when determining game com-
patibility, especially when the gym is not the 
ideal place for the activity.

 � Try the following strategy for counting or 
tallying points. This strategy is extremely 
helpful with time management, especially 
when the game involves groups or teams 
earning or collecting lots of sticks/points:

• Choose one or two captains from each 
team. Captains play the game just like 
everyone else, but are allowed to go 
gather the sticks that have already been 
earned from their team’s bucket and 
bring them to the teacher in exchange 
for wristbands. For example, 20 sticks 
can equal one wristband. A wristband is 
given to a captain each time he or she 
drops off 20 sticks into the teacher’s 
bucket. The teacher, at the end of the 
round or game, will multiply each team’s 
wristbands by 20 and add any remaining 
sticks to quickly calculate each team’s to-
tal.If problems arise in a group, remind 
students that they chose their group 
and are responsible for following class 
rules and working together.

 � Try the following grouping methods, which 
give students the responsibility of choos-
ing and the accountability of maintaining 
groups:

• Instruct students to go and put on a 
color jersey or wristband that has al-
ready been set out, and wait for further 
instructions. Note: before the classes ar-
rive, set out a predetermined number of 
each color based on the class size. Addi-
tional jerseys or wristbands will not be 
set out until all of the remaining colors 
have been chosen.

• Perform a 10-second countdown at the 
beginning of class to quickly group stu-
dents. For example, say “Groups of four” 
and begin the 10-second countdown. 
During the countdown, students choose 
their own groups. After the countdown, 
they come to you so you can instruct 
them to go to a particular hoop or area of 
the gym. Also use the 10-second count-
down to allow students just enough 
time to find a piece of equipment, to get 
into personal space, or to join their team 
that was instructed to sit down in a cer-
tain area. 

• At the beginning of the year, instruct 
students to find a partner and play the 
game of Rock, Paper and Scissors (RPS). 
Note: I allow them to pick partners be-
cause students always pair up with a 
friend and that friend is typically similar 
in athletic ability. Instruct the winning 
players to sit on one side of the gym and 
the losing players to sit on the oppos-
ing side of the gym. Implementing the 
game of RPS has now distributed the tal-
ent levels of the class. Once seated, as-
sign each group a team name. For exam-
ple, Team 1 will be the Falcons and Team 
2 will be the Bulldogs. Explain that for 
the remainder of the year, when a team 
against team game is played, students 
must go to there assigned team and sit 
down before the 10-second countdown 
expires. Note: from now on in future 
classes, the teacher will not have to re-
member who is on each team because 
students will hold each other account-
able (or tattle) to who was assigned to 
the Falcons or Bulldogs team. Anyone 
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joining the wrong team or not being on 
their team’s side before the 10-second 
countdown will owe 2-5 minutes when 
the game begins. 

• If problems arise in a group, remind stu-
dents that they chose their group and are 
responsible for following class rules and 
working together.

Protecting a Hut in Hula Hut Throw Down!
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ABC’s and 1, 2, 3’s  (Version I)  —  K–3
Objective: In Version I, students will practice let-
ter and number recognition, while reinforcing com-
munication skills and developing trust through 
the use of blindfolds. In Version II, students will 
practice and reinforce the skills of basketball and 
soccer dribbling as well as learning how, when, 
and why using peripheral vision is important.  

Version I Equipment: 
 � Spectrum Blindfolds (one blindfold per group 

of two)

 � 5” or 9” Spectrum Poly Markers or Spots (26 
spots lettered A-Z and 25 spots numbered 1-25; 
I recommend having one set of spots to repre-
sent uppercase letters and one set of spots to 
represent the lower case letters. The numbered 
spots can go as high as you deem necessary. 
Note: some physical education companies sell 
pre-labeled lettered and numbered poly spots, 
or you can purchase plain poly spots and write 
letters and numbers on each spot with a sharp-
ie or permanent marker.

Version 1 Procedure: Before classes arrive, ran-
domly spread all of the poly spots, with the letter 
or number facing up, throughout the play area. 
Instruct each student to find a partner and go sit 
at one poly spot as a group. Note: a group should 
not be sharing a spot with another group. Hand one 
blindfold to each group once they are seated and 
quiet. The object of the game is for each group to 
travel chronologically to each letter of the alpha-
bet and each number on the floor. To begin: the 
partner who is not blindfolded will look at his or 
her poly spot to determine their group’s letter/
number. This partner will then verbally guide the 
blindfolded partner safely to the next chronologi-
cal letter or number. For example, group 1 is stand-
ing on letter D. The non-blindfolded partner must 
verbally navigate his or her blindfolded partner 

safely to the next letter in the alphabet, which is 
the letter E (See Figure 1). Verbal cues such as “walk 
towards me,” “stop,” “turn left,” “turn to your right,” 
etc., are highly recommended to help each other 
navigate safely.

Each group must travel safely through the play area 
without crashing into any other groups. Note: en-
courage blindfolded players to walk with their hands 
extended out in front of them for protection. Partners 
may only touch their teammates to avoid a colli-
sion with another group or to avoid the wall. Upon 
arrival to the correct letter or number, partners will 
switch positions and continue the game by travel-
ing to the next letter or number. Note: a group at 
letter Z must travel to the number 1, and a group at 
the number 25 must travel to the letter A. 

Stop the activity and allow a group that is imple-
menting great teamwork and communication 
strategies, to demonstrate what is helping to make 
them successful. Explain that trust is an extremely 
important key component to any friendship and 
explain that if you are not trustworthy you prob-
ably won’t have many friends. Remember that the 
safety of the blindfolded partner is the sole respon-
sibility of the non-blindfolded partner. In real life 
crashes cause injury. If a team bumps into another 

Figure 1: Traveling to the next letter
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team or if a collision occurs, each group involved 
must remove their blindfolds and step outside the 
boundaries to jog 2 laps because physical activity 
heals the body. Note: make sure to encourage stu-
dents to never give up by persevering until they find 
their next letter or number.

Rules and Safety: 
1. No peeking! Trust your partner to safely direct 

you to the next letter or number.

2. No touching. Use only verbal instructions.

3. Never allow your friend to crash into someone 
or something! Partners may touch their team-

mates at anytime to avoid a collision with an-
other group or to avoid the wall. 

Variations:
1. Eliminate verbal cues and instruct students to 

use non-verbal cues such as hand clapping, 
snapping, stomping, etc.

2. Eliminate the “no-touching” rule for Kindergar-
teners. Allow the non-blindfolded person to be 
the leader and the blindfolded person to place 
his or hers hands on the leaders shoulders to 
be led to the next letter or number.

ABC’s and 1, 2, 3’s  (Version II)
Version II Equipment: 

 � 5” or 9” Spectrum Poly Markers or Spots (26 
spots lettered A-Z and 25 spots numbered 
1-25)

 � Playground balls or basketballs (one ball per 
student)

Version II Procedure: (recommended for teach-
ing as a two-part lesson with Version I or as a sepa-
rate lesson)

Before classes arrive, randomly spread all of the 
poly spots, with the letter or number facing up, 
throughout the play area. Instruct each student to 

get one ball and sit at one poly spot. Note: a stu-
dent should not be sharing a spot with another 
student. The object of the game is to improve each 
student’s ability to take their eyes off the ball (im-
prove peripheral vision) while dribbling to touch 
each letter of the alphabet and each number in 
chronological order. To begin: students will look at 
their current letter or number and begin dribbling 
their balls while searching for the next chronologi-
cal letter in the alphabet or number. Note: instruct 
students to dribble a basketball the first round 
and switch to soccer dribbling during the second 
round (See Figures 2 and 3). Each player, upon ar-
riving to the correct number or letter, will simply 

Figure 2: Hand-dribble Figure 3: Foot-dribble
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travel to the next chronological letter or number. 
Note: a student at letter Z must travel to the number 
1, and a student at the number 25 must travel to the 
letter A.      

Explain and/or demonstrate the concept of us-
ing peripheral vision and its importance in many 
sports. For example, all proficient basketball play-
ers must be able to take their eyes off of the ball 
while dribbling, in order to focus on the opponents 
who are trying to take the ball away.

Variations: 
1. Spot spelling: practice spelling words by 

yourself or with a partner. Implement various 
locomotor skills while traveling to each letter 
to spell names, favorite foods, colors, etc. 

2. Partner spelling: one partner stands on the 
first letter of a word and the second partner 
stands on the next letter in the word. They con-
secutively throw, pass, or bowl a Gatorskin ball, 

football, yarn ball, etc. Continue this pattern 
until the word is spelled. Note: look out for oth-
er teams who will also be throwing balls. Players 
can spell any word or the teacher can prepare site 
words in advance.

3. Alphabet Mania: Alphabet Mania (No Standing 
Around in My Gym), enhances letter recognition 
and is a great tool to help kindergarten, first and 
second-grade students explore pathways. Spread 
poly spots with alphabet letters written on the 
back of them all over the gym. Once students part-
ner up, give them one jump rope (beaded ropes 
work best), and, on the signal, have them travel 
around the room in a chosen locomotor move-
ment. When the stop signal is given, the students 
have to search for a poly spot, turn it over, and de-
sign the letter with their jump rope on the ground. 
The teacher then circulates, asking students what 
various pathways their letters display before con-
tinuing with the game. 

ABC’s and 1,2,3’s • Diagram

= Poly spots labeled with a letter or number
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Action Packed   —   2–8

Objective: The game of Action Packed provides 
a great way to introduce and/or integrate multiple 
fitness and social activities that will allow students 
to demonstrate competency in fitness skills, and in 
the attempts to also enhance persistence, team-
work, and comradery. 

Equipment: (Needs are based on a class of 64)
 � Hula hoops (24)

 � Dice (16 or 1 per group of 4)

 � Action Cards (1 copy of each of the 24 action 
cards; some examples have been provided on 
page 9. Each activity can be individually writ-
ten on 3x5 index cards or typed on paper and 
cut out. I recommend laminating each coded 
card/paper to make them more durable. New 
activities can be added to the game at the 
teacher’s discretion).

 � Bucket of jumbo craft sticks or tongue depres-
sor sticks (50-100).

 � Optional: 4 Traffic cones; one inside each team’s 
home base

Procedure: Before classes arrive, place all hula 
hoops around the perimeter of the gym. Next, 
place action card 1 in the center of hoop 1, action 
card 2 in the center of hoop 2, and so on until all 
24 action cards are in the center of all 24 hoops. 
Designate every 6th hoop as the home team. For 
example, designate hoop 1 as the Orange Team, 
hoop 7 as the Blue Team, hoop 13 as the Red Team, 
and hoop 19 as the Green Team (see diagram for 
set up). Note: the team colors can be changed if 
these colors are not available. Finally, place one 
bucket of sticks in the center of the gym. The ob-
ject of the game for each team is to make as many 
trips around the game board as possible in order 
to earn the most sticks. Instruct students to get 
into groups of four. Each team of four, with a maxi-

mum of four teams per color, will then be sent to 
the Orange, Blue, Red, or Green Team’s Home Base 
to sit down and await further instructions.   

To Begin: each team, starting from their home 
base, will roll their die and travel the number of 
hoops based on their roll. Note: teammates must 
carry their die with them and also rotate taking turns 
rolling the die. Teammates, upon arrival to a hoop, 
must read the action card inside the hoop and per-
form that activity. For example, Green Team A ar-
rives at a hoop and has the following action card 
(See Figure 4):

Each player on Green Team A must step out of the 
hoop and perform 20 sit ups together before they 
can roll the die again to advance forward. Note: it 
is okay if other teams occupy the same hoop and 
are performing the same action card. Green Team 
A will continue rolling the die and traveling from 
hoop to hoop completing the unique action card 
inside each hoop. The teammate who rolled the die 
is allowed to go to the center of the gym to collect 
one stick from the bucket once Green Team A has 
traveled a complete circle and landed on or passed 
their original team’s home base. Green Team A will 
continue this process for the entire class period. At 
the end of class, the team(s) who has earned the 
most sticks will be declared the “Action Packed 
Champion(s).”

Figure 4: Example of an Action Card

Perform 20 sit ups
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Rules and Safety:
1. Each team must roll their die and travel the 

number of hoops based on their roll.

2. Teammates must read the action card inside 
the hoop and perform that activity. Each player 
must step out of the hoop and perform what-
ever is stated on the action card before the die 
can be rolled again.

3. The teammate who rolled the die is allowed to 
go to the center of the gym to collect one stick 
from the bucket once a team has traveled a 
complete circle and landed on or passed their 
original team’s home base. 

4. Teammates who take more than one stick at a 
time or do not perform what is on the action 
cards will lose one stick for cheating and/or 
lack of teamwork

Action Card Examples:
Card #1: Free Roll
Card #2: Show some love. Perform 1 Group Hug
Card #3: Skip 1 lad around gym
Card #4: Go back 4 places and redo that activity
Card #5: Go back 5 places and redo that activity
Card #6: Perform 16 lunges
Card #7: Grapevine Right then Grapevine Left  
as a team
Card #8: Hold hands and perform Ring Around the 
Rosie
Card #9: Perform 12 high kicks
Card #10: Hold hands and sing the ABC song
Card #11: Perform 10 Mountain Climbers
Card #12: Great Teamwork! Get 1 Bonus Stick
Card #13: Free Roll
Card #14: Perform 12 push ups
Card #15: Perform 10 push ups
Card #16: Perform 15 sit ups

Action Packed • Diagram

= Hula Hoops with Action Cards = Bucket of Sticks = Direction of Rotation
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Card #17: Free Roll
Card #18: Perform 20 jumping jacks
Card #19: Free Roll
Card #20: Perform 5 group high fives
Card #21: Perform 20 sit ups
Card #22: Jog 2 laps around the gym
Card #23:  Perform 15 squats
Card #24: SORRY! Go to your team’s home and start 
over. Do not get a stick.

Variations: 
1. Replace the existing Action Cards with any fit-

ness activity or skill that the teacher deems 
appropriate.

2. Reinforce the learning of other subjects by re-
placing the existing Action Cards with math 
problems, health, science, and/or social stud-
ies questions. 

3. Provide pencils/pens and paper (at the begin-
ning of class) and assign each group 5-15 min-
utes to collaborate and create action cards to 
replace the existing cards.

Balloon Unit   —   K–2
Objective: Students will explore the various ways 
to develop and improve balloon manipulation 
skills such as visual tracking, accuracy, control, tap-
ping, catching, right- and left-handed manipula-
tion, and socialization skills through the use of bal-
loons.

Equipment: 
 � One balloon per student; music works great as 

well

Procedure: Instruct students to sit down in per-
sonal space. Give each child one balloon. Note: re-
mind each student that failure to hold the balloon 
when the teacher is talking will result in it being 
taken away! Choose the ideas that will work best 
for you from the following activities. This list is not 
exhaustive. Feel free to add or eliminate ideas to 
meet the class objective.

Individual Activities:
Single Skills: 
1. Tap the balloon and keep it from hitting the 

ground:
• While sitting down
• While lying on your back
• While standing

2. Now try tapping the balloon while alternating 
hits with both hands. Introduce and discuss 
the difference between dominant and non-
dominant hands and feet.

3. Now stand up and hit the balloon as high as 
you can. How low or close to the ground can 
you let the balloon get before tapping it back 
up again? 

• Try tapping the balloon while keeping it at a 
medium or high level
• How many jumping jacks (or any other ac-
tivity) can you do before the balloon hits the 
ground.

4. Tap the balloon and keep it from hitting the 
ground or anyone else, while moving around 
the room.

• Try tossing and catching the balloon while 
hopping, jumping, galloping, skipping, etc.

5. Now keep the balloon up using only:
 • Your finger • Your shoulder
 • Your head • Your knee
 • Your elbow • Your shin
 • Your nose • Your heel
 • Your toes • Your back
 • The back of our head
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Make up your own routine using body parts. For 
example: hit the balloon with your head, shoulder, 
knees, and then toes. Show someone your new 
routine.
6. See how many different body parts you can 

touch without repeating the same body part. 
Name each body part as your balloon contacts 
the body part. 

7. Bat your balloon off the wall. Keep score with 
how many times you can do it.

8. Tap the balloon under your leg and then catch 
it. Tap the balloon behind your back with one 
hand before hitting it with the other hand. 
Throw the balloon up and catch it behind your 
back.

9. Tap the balloon up and keep it up by blowing it 
up.

10. Tap the balloon up as high as you can, spin 
around, and then catch it.

 • Throw, clap, catch
 • Throw, tough the floor, catch
 • Invent your toss and catch, then  

show someone
11. Now hit your balloon as high as you can. How 

many circle turns can you make before catch-
ing it?

12. Pretend you are a soccer player. Can you 
dribble down the field and score a goal by 
kicking it into the wall? Pretend you are play-
ing basketball. Can you dribble and shoot the 
ball?

13. Without tapping the balloon, balance the bal-
loon using only:

 • Your finger • Your shoulder
 • Your head • Your knee
 • Your elbow • Your shin
 • Your nose • Your heel
 • Your toes • Your back
 • The back of our head

14. Count to ten while tapping the balloon on 

each finger as you count.
 • Sing the “ABC” song as you touch the balloon 

for each letter.
 • Sing the “Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes” 

song as you touch the balloon with each 
body part.

15. Pretend you are battling a ninja and karate 
chop, elbow, and kick your balloon to defeat 
your enemy.

16. Pretend you are playing soccer. Can you dribble 
the balloon down the field and score a goal by 
kicking the balloon into a wall? Remember, 
no hands, but you may use your chest, head, 
knees, and feet. How many goals can you 
make against each wall?

17. Pretend you are playing basketball. Can you 
dribble the balloon down the court and score 
a goal by shooting the balloon into the bas-
ketball goal or trash can?

18. Now invent your own balloon trick and show 
someone.

19. Game: Keep your balloon up, while trying to 
knock other players’ balloons to the ground. Any 
balloon touching the ground results in 10 jump-
ing jacks before being allowed to pick it up. 

20. Free time, practicing previously learned skills 
with the balloon.

Partner Skills: 
(instruct partners to share one balloon and sit 
down to await further instructions)

1. Volley the balloon back and forth to your part-
ner without the balloon touching the floor. 
Now volley using only:

 • Your hands • Your shoulders
 • Your nose • Your knees
 • Your chest • Your elbows
 • Your toes • Your fingers
 • Your thumbs/pinkies
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2. Now lie down on your backs. Tap your balloon 

to your partner and keep the balloon from 
touching the floor. Pass one or both balloons 
to each other without using your hands.

3. Stand back to back and, without turning 
around, toss your balloon to your partner to 
catch.

4. Now volley the balloon off the wall with your 
partner. Remember to take turns hitting the 
balloon and see how long you can do this.

5. One partner will create a basketball goal with 
his arms by clasping his fingers together and 
forming a circle in front of his body. Note: stu-
dents do not have to clasp their fingers to-
gether if the goal is too small for the balloon. 
Now see how many shots it takes for the oth-
er partner to make a shot in your hoop. How 
many shots can you make in a row? Can you 
slam-dunk it? Create a new and wacky way to 
slam-dunk the balloon.

6. With your partner, move around the gym with 
one balloon between:

 • Your heads • Your bellies
 • Your knees • Your ears
 • Your elbows • Your backs
 • Your hips • Your bottoms

7. Play “Copycat” by having one partner tap the 
balloon with 3 different body parts, and then 
the other partner will get the balloon and 
must copy their partner by tapping the bal-
loon in the same order with those particular 

body parts. Now switch the leader. Can you do 
more than 3 and copycat your partner?

8. Each partner will get a balloon. Both partners 
tap their balloons to each other at the same 
time, and then catch the balloon that was 
tapped to them. Get farther apart as you make 
successful catches.

 • Continually tap both balloons back and 
forth

 • See how fast you can tap the balloons back 
and forth for a speed test.

9. When I turn on the music, play “Follow the 
Leader” and copy the leader’s trick with the 
balloon. Now switch positions.

10. With your partner, invent your own balloon 
trick and show someone.

11. Free time, practicing previously learned skills 
with the balloon or

12. Exploratory: add the choice of using a swim 
noodle, hula hoop, or both and see what cre-
ative ideas your students can come up with 
using these items with balloons. Examples 
might include using the hoop as a basketball 
goal or the noodle as a baseball bat.

Group Skills: 
1. When I say go, hit your balloons as high as you 

can. See how long all of you can keep the bal-
loons in the air without one of them touching 
the floor.

Card Sharks   —   4–8
Objective: Card Sharks is a game designed to in-
still and improve initiative, problem solving, team-
work, and communication skills through a variety 
of cooperative challenges.

Equipment: 
 � Large Face Playing Cards (1 deck); there are 52 

cards per deck

 � Card Shark Challenges (1 copy)
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Procedure: Before classes arrive, get one deck 
of cards and place each set of aces, twos, threes, 
fours, fives, sixes, sevens, eights, nines, tens, jacks, 
queens, and kings together. Note: there should be 
13 sets per deck, each set containing four cards, for 
a total of 52 cards. Finally, make one copy of the 
Card Shark Challenges (See pages 17-18). When 
classes arrive, hand each person one card from the 
deck until all of the cards in the deck have been 
given out. Inform players, once they receive a play-
ing card, to sit in personal space to await further 
instructions. The object of the game is to be the 
first group to complete each of the Card Shark 
Challenges given by the teacher. Note: see the pro-
cedures below on how to distribute cards for classes 
greater than or less than 52 students.

• Procedures for distributing cards for classes 
greater than 52 students:
a. Instruct students without a card to partner 

up and share with another player who has a 
card. The partner selected will be their part-
ner for the entire game. 

• Procedures for distributing cards for classes 
less than 52 students:

a. 24 students will use the aces, twos, threes, 
fours, fives, and sixes.

b. 28 students will use the aces, twos, threes, 
fours, fives, sixes, and sevens.

c. 32 students will use the aces, twos, threes, 
fours, fives, sixes, sevens, and eights.

d. 36 students will use the aces, twos, threes, 
fours, fives, sixes, sevens, eights, and nines.

e. 40 students will use the aces, twos, threes, 
fours, fives, sixes, sevens, eights, nines, and 
tens.

f. 44 students will use the aces, twos, threes, 
fours, fives, sixes, sevens, eights, nines, tens, 
and jacks.

g. 48 students will use the aces, twos, threes, 
fours, fives, sixes, sevens, eights, nines, tens, 
jacks, and queens.

Instruct the one, two, or three players that may be 
left to partner up and share with another player 
who has a card. The partner selected will be their 
partner for the entire game. Any remaining cards 
should be discarded from the game. For example, 
a class of 42 will have the aces through tens given 
out (40 cards) and the remaining two students must 
partner up and share with another player who has 
a card. Discard the remaining jacks, queens, and 
kings from the game. Note: the teacher must keep 
in mind for classes less than 52 that some challenges 
may need to be reworded because some sets were 
not placed into the game. 

To Begin: Each player (and in some cases two play-
ers) has been assigned one card from the deck of 
playing cards. Players must determine the best 
strategy to be the first group to complete each 
Card Shark Challenge given by the teacher. Note: 
the teacher should discuss the following rules and 
safety before having students attempt each Card 
Shark Challenge.

Rules and Safety: 
1. A suit is all of the cards in a deck of playing 

cards that displays the same symbol. There 
are 13 hearts, 13 diamonds, 13 clubs, and 13 

Figure 5: Jumping up and down after completing a challenge
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spades in each 52-card deck. Note: it is recom-
mended that the teacher use a few cards to 
illustrate at least one example of what each of 
the four symbols looks like and, an example 
of a set (all cards with the same number). For 
the game Card Sharks, aces equal one, twos 
through tens equal their numeric or face val-
ue, and jacks, queens, and kings equal 10. 

2. All players, upon hearing each challenge and 
being given the signal to “go” from the teach-
er, must locate all other players who are car-
rying the particular cards that will help them 
complete each specific challenge.

3. After double-checking their answers, all 
teammates should jump up and down, over 
and over, to signal that they have completed a 
challenge (See Figure 5). 

4. Special Rule: it is up to the teacher to keep up 
with what cards were handed out to classes 
less than 52. For example, if the Card Shark 
Challenge sheet states “Get in consecutive or-

der, ace through king using any suit” and the 
queens and kings were not given out because 
the class was too small, then instruct players 
to get in order, ace through jack.

5. The teacher will stop class and award the team, 
to complete the challenge first, with a win for 
that round. Continue play if a team is found to 
be incorrect after discussing with them why 
their team is incorrect.

Variations: 
1. Do not allow players to talk.

2. Create new cooperative challenges with or 
without the use of playing cards.

3. Make up a new task for students to perform, 
other than jumping up and down, after com-
pleting a challenge.

4. Use the poker hands of two pairs, three of a 
kind, straight, flush, full house, four of a kind, 
straight flush, and royal flush.

Card Shark Challenges
1. Find all of the cards in your suit and gather to-

gether.

2. All numbers seven or less gather together 
on one side of the gym and all numbers 8 or 
greater gather together on the opposite side 
of the gym.

3. Find any eight cards, but the first half must 
be odd numbers and the second half must be 
even numbers. 

4. All black cards gather together on one side of 
the gym and all red cards gather together on 
the opposite side of the gym.

5. Get in consecutive order, ace through king, us-
ing any suit. Note: it may be necessary to pro-

vide a brief explanation of what “consecutive” 
means. For example, ace, two, three, four, five, 
six and so on are numbers in consecutive order.

6. Create a math sentence using at least three 
cards that = 10. Note: your math sentence may 
contain addition, subtraction, or a combination 
of both. The teacher may continue using this 
challenge by implementing a new number for 
each round thereafter. Create a new math sen-
tence to = 17, 4, 20, 1, and so on.

7. Find your suit and stand in consecutive order 
starting with the Ace and ending with the 
king.

8. Find all of the cards in your set. For example, 
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Catch Me if You Can — 2–8
Objective: Adapted from the game In the Zone 
(Hughes, J., 2002, No Standing Around in My Gym)  
,Catch Me if You Can emphasizes teamwork and 
strategy through a high-energy passing and catch-
ing manipulative game.

Equipment:  (Needs based on a class of 56)
 � Any unique balls and/or throwing items avail-

able (20-30; For example: yarn balls, indoor 
Frisbees or mesh covered foam discs, Gatorskin 
balls or footballs of various sizes, etc.) 

 � Traffic cones to designate the end zones (20)

 � Wristbands or jerseys to distinguish each 
team’s Catchers (27 per team; use two different 
color wristbands or have one team wear wrist-
bands and one team not wear wristbands)

 � Wristbands or jerseys to distinguish each 
team’s Guardians (1-2 Guardians per team; the 
color wristband must be different than all oth-
er wristbands used)

Procedure:  Place all balls on the centerline of 
the gym. Then line up 10 traffic cones, five to ten 
yards from the end wall, on each side of the gym 
parallel to the wall. This represents each team’s 
end zone (see diagram for set up). Note: consider 
the age level when determining the distance from 
the wall. Cones placed further away from the walls 
allow for shorter throws and easier catches and 
visa versa. Next choose one to two players from 
each team to be Guardians. Give each of them a 

Guardian-colored jersey, and send them to oppo-
site end zones. Now separate the rest of the class 
into two teams with jerseys, and send each team 
to sit in their end zone. Finally, select six to seven 
players from each teams’ end zone to represent 
the Commanders and direct them to stand along 
the centerline of gym. 

The object of the game is for students to demon-
strate teamwork and improve throwing, passing, 
and catching skills while trying to free all of their 
teammates (or Catchers) out of both end zones. 
To Begin: explain that on the teacher’s signal, the 
Commanders, while keeping at least one foot in 
contact with the centerline, begin passing/throw-
ing balls to their teammates located inside the 
end zones. The Commanders’ jobs are to throw the 
balls in any way possible to complete a throw. Im-
mediately upon catching their first ball in the air, 
from within the end zone, players must go to the 
opposing team’s end zone to catch another ball 
before being allowed to exit this final end zone. 
The second and final catch allows each player to 
make one of two choices: 

1) Keep the ball and become a Commander, join-
ing the others along the centerline of the gym, or 
2) Become a Defender by standing in front of the 
opposing team’s end zone and trying to deflect 
or intercept any thrown balls. If at anytime a De-
fender intercepts a ball from the opposing team’s 
Commander, the Commander who threw it imme-

all tens find each other.

9. Stand in consecutive order, ace through king, 
but the order must be red, black, red, black, or 
black, red, black, red and so on.  

10. Find any eight cards and stand in consecutive 
order, but the first half must be either red or 

black and the second half must be the oppo-
site of the first color chosen.

11. Using any 10 numbers stand side by side, but 
the order must be even, odd, even, odd, even, 
odd, even, odd, even, and odd.
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diately becomes a Catcher for his or her own team. 
They must now pursue the same procedures as a 
Catcher. Note: remind Commanders that they must 
always pay attention to both end zones since team-
mates will eventually need to be freed from both 
sides. Although no physical contact is allowed with 
other players, all thrown balls are free game, espe-
cially when opposing teams occupy the same end 
zone. Whoever catches the ball before it hits the 
ground may exit the end zone. 

Each team also has one to two Guardians who start 
off in their team’s end zone. The Guardians play the 
game just like everyone else, but each time they 
catch a ball they have the distinct privilege to make 
one of two choices: 1) Keep the ball and continue 
playing the game just like the Catchers, or 2) Hand 
any balls they catch to a Catcher of their choice. 
For example, Guardians who catch a ball can free 
themselves and leave an end zone or grant a team-
mate his or freedom. Each Guardian must stay in 
the end zone when they give the ball to a Catcher. 
And a Catcher may then proceed to the next high-
est destination (second end zone, or to be a De-
fender or Commander. Note: the teacher may need 
to stop the game and remind all Guardians to strat-
egize and think of the best ways they can utilize their 
special privilege to help their team win. Hint: a good 
strategy for the Guardians would be to help their 
teammates gain freedom from an end zone before 
exiting to another end zone or before choosing to 
be a Commander or Defender. Keep in mind that 
Guardians may have difficulty freeing ALL of their 
teammates, and that a constant rotation of play-
ers through the end zones may occur because the 
Defenders may be intercepting lots of balls, send-
ing Commanders back into their end zones to start 
over from the beginning. 

A winner is declared in one of three scenarios. First, 
when all the players from one team are out of both 
end zones, that team wins. Second, whichever 

team has the most players out of both end zones 
after 20 minutes or before the class ends, will be 
declared the winner. Or, third, if a team has no 
Commanders on the centerline as a result of their 
passes being intercepted, the other team wins.

Rules and Safety: 
1. All Commanders must stand on the center line 

to pass/throw the balls.

2. All balls must be caught in the air within the 
end zone boundaries. Balls that are deflected 
and then caught or caught off the walls before 
contacting the ground will count.

3. Defenders cannot go into the opposing team’s 
end zone to deflect or intercept a ball. All De-
fenders continually violating this rule will be 
sent back to their end zones to restart the 
game.

4. If a Defender intercepts a ball, the Commander 
who threw it must go to their team’s end zone. 
The Commander becomes like every other 
player and must start the game over from the 
beginning.

5. Catchers, from within the end zones, may toss 
the balls back to the Commanders, or Com-
manders may retrieve balls, return to the cen-
terline, and begin throwing again. 

6. Once out of the second end zone, players may 
choose to be either a Defender or Command-
er. These two positions can be switched at any 
time during the game as long as the rules for 
each position are not violated. For example, a 
Defender may pick up balls off the ground and 
go the centerline to become a Commander or 
a Commander can leave the centerline and go 
play defense.

7. Guardians may only free one teammate at a 
time.

Guardians may give away caught balls while inside 
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Objective:  Students will improve communica-
tion, teamwork, strategy, and accuracy skills in a 
mindboggling game where each unique level pos-
es a new group challenge to see which team can 
be the first team to accomplish the Chain Reaction.

Equipment:  
 � Bowling pins (40; 20 per team)

 � Trashcans or storage bins (4; 2 per team)

 � Traffic cones and tennis balls or hockey balls (6 
of each; 28” traffic cones work best because they 
are more stable and make knocking the tennis 
balls off the cones much harder in Level 2)

 � Gatorskin balls (50-100 of the 6” to 8” balls)

 � Basketball goals at opposite sides of gym set at 
8’ to 10’ (2) 

 � Hula Hoops (12; 6 red and 6 blue)

Catch Me if You Can • Diagram

Chain Reaction — 2–8

of any end zone, but may not return to an end zone 
once they choose to leave the end zone.

Variations: 
1. Increase the difficulty of the game by allowing 

players to only catch using one hand.

2. Focus on one type of ball in the game and only 
utilize footballs or Frisbees or yarn balls, etc.

3. Eliminate the Guardian position.
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 � Optional: wristbands or jerseys to distinguish 
each team

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, randomly 
place 20 bowling pins, two trashcans, and six traf-
fic cones (with tennis balls on top) on each side 
of the gym. Next, place six hula hoops on each 
side of the gym. Finally, place 50-100 Gatorskin 
balls in the middle of the gym (see diagram for 
set up). The object of the game is for each team 
to successfully accomplish four challenging levels 
in order to complete the Chain Reaction. Teams 
are racing against each other to determine which 
team will complete all four tasks the fastest. Lev-
el 1 involves destroying all of the targets, Level 
2 involves making two basketball goals, Level 3 
involves completing a class Circle the Circle, and 

Level 4 involves getting the whole class through 
a Hula Hut. 

Divide the class into two teams and send each 
team to opposite sides of the gym to sit down and 
await further instructions. To Begin Level 1: each 
team, while physically remaining on their half of 
the gym, will roll, bowl, or throw balls in an at-
tempt to knock down all bowling pins, all tennis 
balls off of the cones, and score one ball in each 
trashcan located on the opposite side of the gym. 
Players may retrieve balls anywhere in the gym, 
but must return to their half of the gym before 
using the balls. Once all of the pins are knocked 
over, all tennis balls are off the cones, and a ball is 
inside each trashcan the teacher will yell “Level 2” 
to each team as they successfully complete that 
level. Note: the opposing team may not go to the 
next level until they have completed the previous 
level. The teacher should encourage each team to 
never give up, no matter how far ahead the op-
posing team may appear.  To complete Level 2, 
each team, while physically remaining on their 
half of the gym, must throw the balls and make 
two shots in the opposing team’s basketball goal. 
Upon completion of Level 2, the teacher will yell 
“Level 3” to each team as they successfully com-
plete that level. To complete Level 3, teams must 
circle up and perform one complete Circle the 
Circle (See Figure 6). Note: it is recommended to 

Figure 7: Building the Hut

Figure 6: Circle the Circle

Figure 8: Traveling through the Hut
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have a few students demonstrate how to perform 
Circle the Circle during the instructions. 

How to perform Circle the Circle:

Form a large circle and hold hands. Place one 
hoop so that two players connected hands is 
inside the hoop. Explain to them that the only 
rule is that they cannot let go of each other’s 
hands. The object is of this activity is to move 
the hula hoop from one person to another 
completely around the circle without letting 
go of any hands until the hoop has reached 
the two original players.

Upon completion of Level 3, the teacher will yell 
“Level 4” to each team as they successfully com-
plete that level. To complete Level 4, each team 
must work together to build a hula hut as quickly 
as possible (See Figure 7). Once the hut is com-

pleted, each team must successfully get all team 
members through one side of the hut and out the 
other without knocking it down (See Figure 8). If a 
hut is knocked down, teammates must quickly re-
pair it and continue getting everyone through the 
hut. All players to make it through the hut must 
jog in place until everyone has made it through. 
The first team to complete Level 4 wins! Note: it is 
recommended to demonstrate how to build a Hula 
Hut during the instructions.

How to build a hula hut: 

Build a Hula Hut, by placing one hoop on 
the ground (the foundation). Place two 
hoops on the inside edge of the founda-
tion, but on opposite sides of each other. 
Lean them together at 45-degree angles. 
Place two more hoops on the inside edge 

Chain Reaction • Diagram
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of the foundation, but on opposite sides 
of the other two hoops. Again, lean them 
together at 45-degree angles over the first 
two hoops. The sixth hoop, which is the 
roof, is placed on top to hold the walls in 
place. 

The first team to complete Level 4 wins. Clean up 
and start a new round.

Rules and Safety: 
1. A team may not go to the next level until the 

previous level has been completed. Note: the 
teacher should encourage each team to never 
give up, no matter how far ahead the oppos-
ing team may appear.

2. Players must roll, bowl, or throw balls, at-
tempting to knock down all bowling pins, all 
tennis balls off of the cones, and score one ball 
in each trashcan located on the opposite side 
of the gym to complete Level 1.

3. Fallen tennis or hockey balls may not be 
thrown!

4. Players are not allowed to play defense by 
guarding the pins, cones, or trashcans. All 
players must clearly be attempting to achieve 
each level.   

5. Players must throw balls and make two shots 
in the opposing team’s basketball goal to com-
plete Level 2.

6. Teams must circle up and perform one com-
plete Circle the Circle to complete Level 3. A 
team must start over if players are not holding 
hands or they disconnect at any time. 

7. Teams must build a Hula Hut and get all team 
members through one side of the hut and out 
the other without knocking it down to com-
plete Level 4. If a hut is knocked down, team-
mates must quickly repair it and continue get-
ting everyone through the hut. All players to 
make it through the hut must jog in place until 
everyone has made it through. 

8. The first team to complete Level 4 wins. Clean 
up and start a new round.

Variations: 
1. Increase the duration of the game by adding 

more bowling pins, cones with tennis balls, or 
trashcans in Level 1.

2. Increase the duration of the game by adding 
more levels to be accomplished. For example, 
Level 5 could be to have students line up from 
shortest to tallest or by birth month, etc.

3. Change the suggested activities to complete 
each level with new activities. 

4. Allow defense, or, designate 2-4 defenders per 
team (different colored jerseys will be neces-
sary to distinguish all defenders).

5. Change the shots to be made in the basketball 
goal to one shot or more than two shots.

6. In Level 2, instead of using the basketball goal, 
provide a different target located at a lower 
level and a shorter distance.
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Objective:  Students will practice and improve 
throwing for accuracy, spatial awareness, and de-
fensive strategy in the high-energy game of Cone 
Heads.

Equipment:  Bowling pins (40; 20 per team)
 � Gator Skin Super 70 balls (40; A Gator Skin Su-

per 70 ball is a 2.75” ball that is approximately 
the size of a baseball; colored or numbered 
wiffle balls or other foam-like balls may be sub-
stituted).

 � Dome or half cones (40; A dome cone is 7 – ¾” 
in diameter, 2” in height plastic cone, with a 2 – 
¼” diameter hole on top).

 � Gatorskin balls (20± of the 6” to 8” balls)

 � Traffic cone (2)

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place all balls 
and dome cones in the center of the play area. 
Finally, place each traffic cone at opposite ends of 
the midline. When classes arrive, select and send 
40 students to each get a small Super 70 ball and 
a dome cone, and instruct these students to have 
a seat in personal space. Instruct the 20 remain-
ing students to get a Gatorskin ball and have a 
seat in the middle of the play area to await fur-
ther instructions. The object of the game is for 
“Coners” to have a dome cone with a ball on top 
of it by defending it from the “Cone Heads” who 
are trying to knock the ball off of the dome cone. 
All players with a ball and dome cone when the 
game is stopped will be declared the winners of 
that round. To Begin: provide a brief explanation 
of the Cone Head and Coner positions (described 
below). Also, provide a 10-second countdown for 
the Coners to quickly determine the best spot to 
place their dome cones and balls. On the teacher’s 
signal, players must follow the rules as defined by 
the following positions: 1. “Coners” are all players 

that have a small ball placed on top of their dome 
cone (See Figure 9). Note: make sure Coners do not 
place their ball under their cone or lodge the ball 
inside the cone hole. All Coners must defend or 
protect their dome cone and ball from the Cone 
Heads (See Figure 10). Coners must stand at all 
times when defending their dome cones and may 
not touch their dome cone or ball when playing 
defense. “Cone Heads” are players who want to 
become Coners. Cone Heads move around the 
play area with their Gatorskin ball trying to roll 
and knock the Coners ball off of their dome cone.

All Coners, upon getting their small ball knocked 
off, must retrieve the Cone Head’s Gatorskin ball 
and go to one of the traffic cones to jog one com-

Cone Heads — K–5

Figure 9: Dome cone with a ball on top

Figure 10: 
Coner protecting his cone
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plete lap around the play area until returning to 
that traffic cone. After completing a lap, the for-
mer Coner assumes the role of a Cone Head, and 
tries to become a Coner again. All Cone Heads, 
upon knocking a ball off of a dome cone, replace 
the original Coner and place the small ball on top 
of the dome cone and begin protecting it from 
the Cone Head attacks (See Figure 11). Note: Con-
ers who accidentally knock off their own ball may 
reset the ball on the dome cone.

End each round every 5-10 minutes and declare 
all students who are Corners the winners for that 
round. Note: it may be necessary to inform stu-
dents that the goal of the game is to avoid being 
a Cone Head before the time elapses. I treat being 
caught with the big ball like the game “Hot Potato”. 
When the time expires, I ask “who was caught with 
the hot potato”? Send all Cone Heads to the center 
of the play area, and start a new round after al-
lowing the Coners the opportunity to reposition 
their dome cone and ball anywhere within the 
play area. Note: a few extra balls for both Coners 
and Cone Heads may need to be put into the game 
in case a child has a hard time finding his or her ball.

Rules and Safety: 
1. Coners may not place their ball under their 

dome cone or lodge the ball inside the cone 
hole.

2. Coners must stand at all times when defend-
ing their dome cones and may not touch their 
dome cone or ball when playing defense.

3. Cone Heads may travel inside and outside the 
boundaries to throw balls. 

4. Cone Heads can only throw balls to knock off a 
Coners ball. They can not physically touch the 
Coner or the Coners ball and dome cone. 

5. Coners can only block balls, and cannot physi-
cally touch the Cone Heads.

6. All Coners, upon getting their ball knocked 
off, must retrieve the Cone Head’s Gatorskin 
ball and go to one of the traffic cones to jog 
one complete lap around the play area until 
returning to that traffic cone.

7. All Cone Heads, upon knocking a ball off of a 
cone, replace the original Coner and place the 
small ball on top of the dome cone and begin 
protecting it from the Cone Head attacks.

Variations: 
1. Do not allow Cone Heads to switch with Con-

ers every time a ball is knocked off the dome 
cone. Instead, instruct Coners to perform five 
pushups (or any fitness activity) before replac-
ing the original Coner. Have some Cone Heads 
switch positions with some Coners before the 
next round.    

2. Increase cardiovascular fitness by increasing 
the boundaries or playing the game outside.  

3. Pin Ball: Select five helpers and give them 
each a scooter. Give each of the remaining 
students one or two cones with balls or bowl-
ing pins. Remove all Super 70 balls and dome 
cones if you are only using bowling pins. Ob-
ject: players can move anywhere in the gym 
and attempt to knock opponents’ balls off 
cones or pins down, but they must also pro-
tect their own cones and pins from getting 

Figure 11: 
A Coner protecting her ball 

from a Cone Head
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knocked down. Players cannot place balls 
back on their cones or reset their pins until a 
scooter helper comes over and High-5’s them 
or switches positions with them.

4. Modified variation of Pin Ball: Eliminate scoot-
ers and randomly spread pins throughout the 
gym. Game 1, boys knock pins down and girls 
set pins up. Game 2, girls knock pins down and 
boys set pins up.

Objective:  Each student will demonstrate com-
petency in fitness skills while being challenged to 
crack the mysterious codes in order to reveal their 
hidden words..

Equipment:  
 � Scrabble tile sets (2-4; Scrabble tile sets are 

recommended for their durability. Note: be-
fore purchasing sets, I recommend asking col-
leagues and friends to donate any Scrabble 
games that they may have lying around their 
classroom or house. Also, consider what is in 
a typical Scrabble set to determine how many 
tile sets you will need for your classes. I recom-
mend one set per 15-20 students. A game of 
Scrabble contains 100 letter tiles in the follow-
ing distribution:

• E x 12, A x 9, I x 9, O x 8, R x 6, N x 6, T x 6,  
L x 4, S x 4, and U x 4 (scoring 1 point)

• D x 4, and G x 3 (scoring 2 points)
• B x 2, C x 2, M x 2, and P x 2  

(scoring 3 points)
• F x 2, H x 2, V x 2, W x 2, and Y x 2  

(scoring 4 points)
• K x 1 (scoring 5 points)
• J x 1, and X x 1 (scoring 8 points)
• Q x 1, and Z x 1 (scoring 10 points)

 � Hula hoops (2-4)

 � Foam dice (8+ sets; the more the better)

 � Speed ropes or jump ropes (2-4)

 � Fitness List (1 copy taped to each wall or copy 
the list to a dry erase board; see page 19).

 � Number codes (1 copy of each code; some ex-
amples of 7 and 8-letter words have been pro-
vided on pages 30-32). 

• The words chosen can be individually writ-
ten on 3x5 index cards or typed on paper 
and cut out (See Figure 12). I recommend 
laminating each coded card/paper to make 
them more durable. 

• New words can be added to the game by 
assigning each word a number code. For 
example, A=1, B=2, C=3, D=4, E=5, and so 
on all the way to the letter Z, which will 
equal 26. The word “cat” would be coded 3  
1  20.

 � Bucket or pop up hamper of jumbo craft sticks 
or tongue depressor sticks (100-200). 

 � Optional: type, copy, and tape the following al-
phabet codes (Cheat Sheet to the wall: 1 = A,   2 
= B, 3 = C, 4 = D, 5 = E, 6 = F, 7 = G, 8 = H, 9 = I, 
10 = J, 11 = K, 12 = L, 13 = M, 14 = N, 15 = O, 16 
= P, 17 = Q, 18 = R, 19 = S, 20 = T, 21 = U, 22 = V, 
23 = W, 24 = X, 25 = Y,    26 = Z. Note: these are 
especially useful as a “cheat sheet” for those stu-
dents who may struggle with figuring out certain 
letters in the alphabet.

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place all the 
Scrabble tiles face up in the center of the gym, 
and spread out all of the number codes, dice, 
hoops, and jump ropes anywhere inside the gym 
boundaries. Tape the Fitness Lists and Alphabet 
Codes (if being used) on surrounding walls. The 

Crack the Code — 3–8
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object of the game for each player is to decode 
as many words in order to earn the most points. 
Instruct each student to get a number code off 
the floor, sit down in personal space, and await 
further instructions.   

To Begin: each card is labeled with a unique set 
of numbers that each student will attempt to de-
code. The previous example demonstrates the 
procedures that each student must follow in or-
der to decode a word. For example, student A has 
the following card to decode: 

1. To begin decoding the numbers, student A 
must locate and roll a set of dice.

2. Student A will remember the number that was 
rolled and look at one of the Fitness Lists to 
determine which activity has to be performed 
(See Figure 13; and see a copy of the Fitness 
List on page 29). If student A rolls a nine for 
example, then he will go look at any Fitness 
List to determine that activity nine states 
“Jump Rope.” 

• Student A will then perform seven rope jumps 
because the first number to decode on his card 
is a seven. 

• Student A will count to seven with his fingers 
(or whatever method he chooses to figure out 
the seventh letter in the alphabet) while saying 
the ABC’s to determine that the seventh letter 
in the alphabet is the letter “G.” Note: provide 
the “cheat sheet” for those students who may 
struggle with figuring out certain letters in the 
alphabet (See Figure 14). 

• This student must then travel to the center to 
locate and retrieve a “G” Scrabble tile and re-
turn back to his personal space (See Figure 15).

• Student A will continue following procedures 
1-5 to decode the remaining letters to eventu-
ally collect all of the correct Scrabble tiles to 
spell the word “gymnast” (See Figure 16). 

Figure 12: Coded Card

____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____
 7 25 13 14 1 19 20

Figure 13: Fitness List

Figure 14: Cheat Sheet

Figure 15: Traveling to center for Scrabble Tiles
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• Student A will return the letters and coded 
card to the center and retrieve one stick from 

the bucket. Optional: students must bring their 
cards and say their words to provide proof of 
understanding to the teacher before getting 
a stick. The teacher may provide assistance to 
any students with misspelled words or inability 
to pronounce the word.

• Student A will then locate any unused coded 
card to repeat the process again.

At the end of class, the player(s) who has earned 
the most points will be declared the “Crack the 
Code Champion(s).”

Fitness List
1. Jumping Jacks
2. Squats or knee bends
3. Push Ups
4. 1 foot Line Hops (hop back and forth over a 

line)
5. Hula Hoop
6. Run Downs (run back and forth from the end 

line to the free throw line)
7. 2-feet Line Jumps (jump back and forth over a 

line)
8. Lunges
9. Jump Rope
10. Mountain Climbers

11. Sit Ups
12. High Kicks to the front

Rules and Safety:
1. All players, even if they have figured out what 

letter the coded number represents before-
hand, must roll the dice, look at the Fitness 
List, and perform the designated number of 
exercises to earn each letter in their word.

2. Players must patiently wait to use the dice, 
ropes, or hoops if they are being used.

3. One blank Scrabble tile can be used in each 
word, especially if a child has trouble locating 
a particular letter. 

4. Players must return all letters and coded cards 
to the center of the gym after completing a 
word.

5. One stick may be taken from the bucket upon 
completion of each word.

6. Players who take more than one Scrabble tile 
at a time or do not perform their exercises will 
lose one stick for each violation.

Variations:
1. Allow students to work together in teams.

2. Use one die and only perform items 1-6 from 
the Fitness List.

3. The teacher can recognize all players by an-
nouncing the following categories that each 
player may fall under based on the number of 
sticks they earned:

• 6+ points = Crack the Code Champions
• 3 to 5 points = Marvelous
• 2 or less points = Super

Note: number requirement and achievement 
names can be altered in any way.

Figure 16: Earning letters to spell words
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Number Codes (7-letter words)

1. mittens = 13  9  20  20  5  14  19 39. gymnast = 7  25  13  14  1  19  20  
2. seventy = 19  5  22  5  14  20  25 40. camping = 3  1  13  16  9  14  7
3. jukebox = 10  21  11  5  2  15  24 41. student = 19  20  21  4  5  14  20
4. tornado = 20  15  18  14  1   4  15 42. science = 19  3  9  5  14  3  5
5. matches = 13  1  20  3  8  5  19 43. studies = 19  20  21  4  9  5  19
6. snowman = 19  14  15  23  13  1  14 44. dancing = 4  1  14  3  9  14  7
7. blender = 2  12  5  14  4  5  18 45. barking = 2  1  18  11  9  14  7 
8. soldier =19  15  12  4  9  5  18 46. bulldog = 2  21  12  12  4  15  7
9. rooster = 18  15  15  19  20  5  18 47. reading = 18  5  1  4  9  14  7
10. lantern = 12  1  14  20  5  18  14 48. dentist = 4  5  14  20  9  19  20 
11. popcorn = 16  15  16  3  15  18  14 49. cheetah = 3  8  5  5  20  1  8
12. pitcher = 16  9  20  3  8  5  18 50. grading = 7  18  1  4  9  14  7
13. cupcake = 3  21  16  3  1  11  5 51. concert = 3  15  14  3  5  18  20
14. cabbage = 3  1  2  2  1  7  5 52. nightly = 14  9  7  8  20  12  25
15. balloon = 2  1  12  12  15  15  14 53. running = 18  21  14  14  9  14  7
16. fifteen = 6  9  6  20  5  5  14 54. replace = 18  5  16  12  1  3  5
17. octopus = 15  3  20  15  16  21  19 55. phantom = 16  8  1  14  20  15  13
18. painter = 16  1  9  14  20  5  18 56. musical = 13  21  19  9  3  1  12
19. toolbox = 20  15  15  12  2  15  24 57. compass = 3  15  13  16  1  19  19
20. toaster = 20  15  1  19  20  5  18 58. feather = 6  5  1  20  8  5  18
21. mission = 13  9  19  19  9  15  14 59. walking = 23  1  12  11  9  14  7
22. bathtub = 2  1  20  8  20  21  2 60. hopping = 8  15  16  16  9  14  7
23. believe = 2  5  12  9  5  22  5 61. inspire = 9  14  19  16  9  18  5 
24. present = 16  18  5  19  5  14  20 62. rolling = 18  15  12  12  9  14  7
25. goggles = 7  15  7  7  12  5  19 63. lettuce = 12  5  20  20  21  3  5
26. racecar = 18  1  3  5  3  1  18 64. catcher = 3  1  20  3  8  5  18
27. referee = 18  5  6  5  18  5  5 65. cymbals = 3  25  13  2  1  12  19 
28. pelican = 16  5  12  9  3  1  14 66. writing = 23  18  9  20  9  14  7
29. giraffe = 7  9  18  1  6  6  5 67. pyramid = 16  25  18  1  13  9  4
30. numbers = 14  21  13  2  5  18  19 68. mermaid = 13  5  18  13  1  9  4
31. pretzel = 16  18  5  20  26  5  12 69. vampire = 22 1  13  16  9  18  5
32. recycle =19  15  12  4  9  5  18 70. trumpet = 20  18  21  13  16  5  20
33. jumping = 10  21  13  16  9  14  7 71. whistle = 23  8  9  19  20  12  5
34. mailbox = 13  1  9  12  2  15  24 72. avocado = 1  22 15  3  1  4  15
35. landing = 12  1  14  4  9  14  7 73. teacher = 20  5  1  3  8  5  18
36. scooter = 19  3  15  15  20  5  18 74. pumpkin = 16  21  13  16  11 9  14
37. general = 7  5  14  5  18  1  12 75. surfing = 19  21  18  6  9  14  7
38. bending = 2  5  14  4  9  14  7 76. coconut = 3  15  3  15  14  21  20
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Number Codes (8-letter words)

1. employee = 5  13  16  12  15  25  5  5 39. learning = 12  5  1  18  14  9  14  7
2. dinosaur = 4  9  14  15  19  1  21  18 40. triangle = 20  18  9  1  14  7  12  5 
3. lipstick = 12  9  16  19  20  9  3  11       41. creative = 3  18  5  1  20  9  22  5
4. windmill = 23  9  14  4  13  9  12  12     42. reindeer = 18  5  9  14  4  5  5  18 
5. physical = 16  8  25  19  9  3  1  12        43. broccoli = 2  18  15  3  3 15  12  9  
6. trombone = 20  18  15  13  2  15  14  5   44. maintain = 13  1  9  14  20 1  9  14
7. notebook = 14  15  20  5  2  15  15  11   45. national = 14 1  20  9  15  14 1  12
8. evolving = 5  22  15  12  22  9  14 7         46. flippers = 6 12  9  16  16  5  18  19
9. scissors = 19  3  9  19  19  15  18  19      47. schedule = 19  3  8  5  4  21  12  5  
10.  pointing= 16  15  9  14  20  9  14  7       48. crutches = 3 18  21  20  3  8  5  19
11.  standard = 19  20  1  14  4  1  18  4         49. chemical = 3  8  5  13  9  3  1  12
12.  envelope = 5  14  22  5  12  15  16  5      50. language = 12  1  14  7  21  1  7  5
13.  keyboard = 11  5  25  2  15  1  18  4        51. meditate = 13  5  4  9  20  1  20  5
14.  unicycle= 21  14  9  3  25  3  12  5         52. bathrobe = 2  1  20  8  18  15  2  5
15.  juggling= 10  21  7  7  12  9  14  7         53. football = 6 15  15  20  2  1  12  12
16.  phantoms = 16  8  1 14  20  15  13  19    54. crackers = 3  18  1  3  11  5  18  19       
17.  cucumber = 3  21  3  21  13  2  5  18       55. recharge = 18  5  3  8  1  18  7  5
18.  squirrel = 19  17  21  9  18  18  5  12      56. designed = 4  5  19  9  7  14  5  4
19.  mountain = 13  15  21  14  20  1  9  14    57. fielding = 6  9  5  12  4  9  14  7 
20.  skipping = 19  11  9  16  16  9  14  7       58. friendly = 6  18  9  5  14  4  12  25
21.  computer = 3  15  13  16  21  20  5  18 59. airplane = 1  9  18  16  12  1  14  5 
22.  elephant= 5  12  5  16  8  1  14  20 60. artistic = 1  18  20  9  19  20  9  3
23.  building= 2  21  9  12  4  9  14  7 61. talented = 20  1  12  5  14  20  5  4
24.  umbrella = 21  13  2  18  5  12  12  1 62. oriental = 15  18  9  5  14  20 1  12
25.  sneakers = 19  14  5  1  11  5  18  19 63. inspires = 9  14  19  16  9 18  5  19
26.  pancakes = 16  1  14  3  1  11  5  19 64. catching = 3  1  20  3  8  9  14  7
27.  doughnut = 4  15  21  7  8  14  21  20 65. socially = 19  15  3  9 1  12  12  25
28.  pictures = 16  9  3  20  21  18  5  19 66. slightly = 19  12  9  7  8  20 12  25
29.  lollipop = 12  15  12  12  9  16  15  16 67. sandwich = 19  1  14  4  23  9  3  8
30.  requests = 18  5  17  21  5  19  20  19 68. mechanic = 13  5  3  8  1  14  9  3
31.  resource = 18  5  19  15  21  18  3  5 69. backpack = 2  1  3  11  16  1  3  11
32.  scramble = 19  3  18  1  13  2  12  5 70. barbecue = 2  1  18  2  5  3  21  5
33.  students = 19  20  21 4  5  14  20  19 71. internet = 9  14  20  5  18 14  5  20
34.  swimming = 19  23  9  13  13  9  14  7 72. hospital = 8 15  19  16  9  20 1  12 
35.  teamwork = 20  5  1  13  23  15  18  11 73. policies = 16  15  12  9  3  9  5  19
36.  download = 4  15  23  14   12  15  1  4 74. children = 3  8  9  12  4  18  5  14
37.  maximize = 13  1  24  9  13  9  26  5 75. hurdling = 8  21  18  4  12  9 14  7
38.  continue= 3  15  14  20  9  14  21  5 76. improved = 9 13 16  18 15 22  5  4
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Objective:  Dicey Situation is a fast-paced and 
exciting fitness game, requiring a little strategy, 
luck, and honesty; but ultimately perseverance will 
make the difference to be successful. Students will 
practice and reinforce number recognition, num-
ber comparisons, and be able to recognize the dif-
ferences between greater than, less than, more, 
less, high, low, and equal to through the game of 
Dicey Situation.

Equipment:  
 � Hula hoops (1 hoop for every 2 students; add 

one more hoop if there is an odd number of 
students). Hula hoops can be substituted with 
poly spots.

 � Foam dice (2 different colored dice per hula 
hoop)

 � Buckets or pop up hampers (1 bucket for every 
4-6 hoops in the game)

 � Jumbo craft sticks or tongue depressor sticks 
(150+; divide equally into however many buck-
ets are in the game)

 � Container of wristbands, nylon juggling scarves 
or anything other than sticks (25+ wristband/
scarves)

 � Optional: 1 empty container placed beside the 
container of wristbands

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place all hula 
hoops around the perimeter of the gym with 2 
dice inside each hoop. Next, place one bucket 
inside every fifth or sixth hoop (every fourth if 
there are less than 20 hoops). Finally, place one 
container of wristbands in the center of the gym 
(see diagram for set up). The object of the game 
for each player is to win the most face-offs in or-
der to earn the most sticks. To Begin: instruct stu-
dents to get into a hoop, with a maximum of two 
students per hoop, and sit down to await further 

instructions. On the signal “go,” the two players at 
each hoop will have a face off by rolling their die. 
A “face-off” is when two players meet at a hoop 
to roll their die inside the hoop to determine 
who has the highest number. All players with the 
greater number will step away from the hoop and 
perform one knee bend (See Figure 17) before 
advancing counterclockwise one hoop. All play-
ers with the lower number will step away from 

the hoop and perform one push up (See Figure 
18) before going back clockwise one hoop. 

Note: any exercise can be implemented to replace 
the existing exercises. Players who face off and roll 
the same number (equal to) perform a re-roll of 

Dicey Situation — K–5

Figure 17: Knee Bend

Figure 18: Push Up
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the dice until there is a winner. Note: make sure 
to leave the dice inside each hoop. Also, some 
hoops contain a bucket of sticks (See Figure 19). 
All players who win a face off at these hoops are 
allowed to get one stick from the bucket to hold 
or place inside their pockets.

New players who arrive at an occupied hoop 
must wait until the occupying players have fin-
ished their face off before continuing play. Note: 
stop class and reposition two players per hoop if 
someone accidentally gets misplaced or consec-
utive hoops have nobody inside of them. Players 
who have earned at least 10 sticks have the op-
tion to cash in their sticks at the bank located in 
the center of the gym (See Figure 20). For exam-
ple, Player A goes to the bank after earning her 

tenth stick and cashes the 10 sticks in by retriev-
ing one wristband and placing it on her arm. The 
10 sticks can be placed on the floor or dropped in 
the (optional) empty container.

Players will continue this process the entire class 
until the time limit is up or there are no more 
sticks available. The player(s) who has earned the 
most sticks will be declared the Dicey Situation 
Champion(s). Clean up by performing a 10-sec-
ond count down while students return the sticks 
to the buckets before starting a new round. Note: 
the teacher may have to check the buckets and 
equally redistribute the sticks

Rules and Safety:
1. Players must clearly drop their die and may 

not touch or alter the number in anyway once 
it is rolled.

2. Players who face off and roll the same number 
will result in re-rolling the dice until there is a 
winner.

3. All players with the greater number will step 
away from the hoop and perform one knee 
bend before advancing counterclockwise one 
hoop. 

4. All players with the lower number will step 
away from the hoop and perform one push up 
before going back clockwise one hoop.

5. New players who arrive at an occupied hoop 
must wait until the occupying players have 
finished their face off before continuing play. 
There should never be more than two players 
at a time facing off at a hoop.

6. Players may not skip hoops. Players may ad-
vance or go back one hoop at a time.

7. Dice may not be removed from a hoop.

8. Players who take more than one stick at a time 
or do not rotate correctly will lose one or more 
sticks for cheating.

Figure 20: Cashing in sticks for a wristband

Figure 19: A hoop with a bucket of sticks
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Variations:
1. Allow players to cash in more or less sticks at 

the bank. For example, a player with five sticks 
may cash them in at the bank for one wrist-
band. 

2. The teacher can recognize all players by an-
nouncing the following categories that each 
player may fall under based on the number of 
sticks they earned:

• 6+ points = Dicey Situation Champions
• 3 to 5 points = Marvelous
• 2 or less points = Super

Note: number requirement and achievement names 
can be altered in any way.

Dicey Situation • Diagram
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Objective:  Students will practice and incorpo-
rate teamwork, cooperation, and problem-solving 
skills when presented with an unusual task. Re-
member, “don’t get carried away,” because strat-
egy and perseverance are crucial, especially when 
teams are forced to accomplish tasks by only using 
non-verbal communication.

Equipment: (Needs are based on 12 teams of four 
players per team for Games 1 and 2)

 � Hula hoop, scarf, bowling pin, birdie, foam ball, 
Foam noodle, Frisbee, playground ball, hockey 
stick, and poly spot (12 of each item or one of 
each item per team)

 � Traffic cones (4) 

 � Hula Hoops (12 or one per team. Designates 
each team’s home)

Procedure for Games 1 and 2:  Place the 
12 scarves, hoops, bowling pins, birdies, foam 
balls, foam noodles, Frisbees, playground balls, 
hockey sticks, and poly spots inside the center 
circle of the gym or in the center of the play 
area. Next, place half of the hula hoops at each 
end of the gym (see diagram for set up). Finally, 
look at the diagram to determine the approxi-
mate placement of each traffic cone. The object 
of Games 1 and 2 is for each team to demon-
strate and employ teamwork, cooperation, and 
problem-solving skills when presented with an 
unusual task.

To Begin Game 1: instruct students to get into 
groups of four and sit beside a hoop located at ei-
ther end of the gym to await further instructions. 
Note: create a few groups of five or one group of 
three if the class is not divisible by four. Explain that 
in order to win the game; a team must collect each 
item, one at a time, to eventually carry all 10 items 
one lap around the four cones (See Figure 21). Also 

explain that the toughest part of this game is that 
no team may talk or discuss any strategy as soon 
as they touch their first item. Hint: make sure teams 
fully comprehend and are aware that they may dis-
cuss their strategies, techniques, and/or methods to 
win, but that all discussions must take place before 
they ever touch their first item. Finally, explain that 
each group must follow these rules and safety in 
order to win the game:

1. Each team must go to the center and pick up 
one item per group at a time.

2. No verbal communication may take place af-
ter the first item is touched.

3. Upon picking up an item, each team must 
decide which person will carry that item and 
where that item will be carried. Note: there is no 
limit to how many items any one person can car-
ry. All items collected must be carried at all times.  

4. Any body part may be used to carry an item, but 
that specific body part may only be used one 
time. For example, if one teammate gets the 
noodle and puts it under his right armpit then 
no other player on his team may carry an item 
under their “right” armpit. That team still has the 
option of carrying an item under their left arm-
pit. If the left armpit is utilized though, then no 
more armpits may be used by that team.

5. Items may not be stuffed inside of clothing 
such as pockets, shirts, or belts. 

6. Before being allowed to pick up their next 
item, each team must travel together from the 
center, to their hoop, and back to the center by 
performing one of the following skills. Note: 
each player has the choice during each trip to 
run, jump, gallop, or skip. Teams must stay in 
their personal space and avoid making contact 
with all other teams.

Don’t Get Carried Away! — 3–8
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7. Although items can be readjusted in the area 
of a body part, no item may be touched or re-
positioned while a team is traveling. If one or 
more items are dropped at anytime, that team 
must return all previous items collected to 
the center of the gym and start over from the 
beginning. Hint: after a team messes up, en-
courage them to discuss and possibly modify 
strategies since any team is allowed to talk be-
fore picking up their first item. Teams should 
consider things such as what items are easi-
est/hardest to carry, the best and worst places 
to carry items, and the order items should be 
picked up and carried, etc.  

8. Teams must follow this progression until a 
team, who has collected all 10 items, has suc-
cessfully traveled one complete lap around 
the four cones without dropping any of the 10 
items. Declare a winner and return all items to 
the center before starting Game 2.

To Begin Game 2: Instruct students to get into 
groups of four and go sit beside a hoop located 
at either end of the gym to await further instruc-
tions. Note: create a few groups of five or one group 
of three if the class is not divisible by four. Explain 
that in order to win the game; a team must collect 
each item, one at a time, to eventually carry all 
10 items while traveling to touch each of the four 

cones. Also explain that the toughest part of this 
game is that no team may talk or discuss any strat-
egy as soon as they touch their first item. Hint: 
make sure teams fully comprehend and are aware 
that they may discuss their strategies, techniques, 
and/or methods to win, but that all discussions 
must take place before they ever touch their first 
item. Finally, explain that each group must follow 
the same rules and safety as in Game 1, but with 
the following additional rules:

1. Each team must first stand side by side and join 
hands. This connection will allow both outside 
players the use of one free hand to pick up 
items (See Figure 22). Teams may not discon-
nect at anytime once they begin the game by 
leaving their hoop and traveling to the center. 
Note: middle players may not use their hands to 
pick up or hold items since they must always be 
holding their teammates’ hands.

2. Any method may be utilized to carry an item 
as long as nobody on their team disconnects. 

3. Each team must travel from the center and 
touch each of the four cones before being al-
lowed to pick up their next item. 

4. Teams must follow this progression until a 
team, who has collected all 10 items, has suc-
cessfully traveled one complete lap around 

Figure 21: Collecting and carrying items

Figure 22: A connected team carrying items
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the four cones without dropping any of the 
10 items. Declare a winner and return all items 
to the center before starting a new game.

Rules and Safety:  (other than what is mentioned 
under the procedures):

1. Only non-verbal communication can be made 
once the game begins. This rule violation will 
result in a two-minute penalty for any form of 

verbal communication and a disqualification 
for any violation thereafter. 

2. Teams must include everyone on their team 
and must always travel together.

Variations:
1. Allow teams to talk.
2. Utilize more or less cones.

Don’t Get Carried Away! • Diagram
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Objective:  This game allows students to practice 
honesty, fairness, honorable sporting behavior, 
and fitness skills. Fitness War, derived from the clas-
sic card game of War, is an energetic and exciting 
game, requiring a little strategy and a lot of luck. 
Ultimately, perseverance makes the difference. 

Equipment:  
 � Large Face Playing Cards (2 decks; there are 52 

playing cards plus 2 jokers per deck. Make sure 
the decks are easily distinguishable. For exam-
ple, a red deck and a blue deck).

 � Hula Hoops (15-20)

 � Optional: traffic cones to designate each cor-
ner is highly recommended (see diagram)

Note to Teachers:  A prerequisite to teaching 
Fitness War is being familiar with the card game 
of War. Below are the basic rules on how the card 
game of War is played:

1. Deal cards face down so that each player ends 
up with the same number of cards. 

2. Put your cards in a stack face down without 
peeking at them.

3. Each player must turn up their top card and 
place it in the center of the table. Note: this 
procedure will be called a “face-off”for the 
game of Fitness War. 

4. The player with the higher card gets to keep 
both cards. The joker is highest, followed by 
the ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 
and, finally, the 2.

5. All cards won must be put in a separate pile.   

6. In some cases, a “war” is declared if both cards 
on the table are the same, such as two jacks, 
two 3’s, etc. 

7. If there is war, each player must place three 

cards from their stack of cards face down and 
flip the fourth card face up. The player with the 
higher card gets to take all the cards that were 
used in that war. 

8. Continue turning over each card, one at a time, 
until your stack is used up. Then use the pile of 
cards that you won as your stack and make a 
new pile for the cards you win. 

9. Play continues until one player has all the 
cards.

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place all 
hoops, side by side, on the midline. Next, place 
half of one deck in each corner on one side of 
the gym and half of another deck in each cor-
ner on the opposite side of the gym (see dia-
gram for set up). The object of the game is to 
win more cards than the opposing team. 

To Begin: divide the class into two teams and 
send each team to opposite sides of the gym to 
sit down and await further instructions. On the 
signal “go,” each player will get one card off of the 
floor from either of their team’s corners and will 
go meet inside any of the center hoops to face-
off against one of the opposing team’s players. 
Players are allowed to pick one card that is lay-
ing face down, each time a trip is made to their 
team’s corner. Note: cards may not be traded or 
returned once they have been chosen. A “face-off” 
is when a player meets an opposing player in-
side one of the hoops to show his or her card to 
determine who has the higher card (See Figure 
23). Hint: do not reveal your card until getting 
inside a hoop. The player with the higher card 
gets to keep both cards and will place them face 
down, on the floor at either of his team’s corners, 
with the rest of of his team’s cards. Note: it does 
not matter if there are red and blue cards mixed in 
together because each team is trying to win all of 

Fitness War — 2–8
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their opponent’s cards. All players must remem-
ber that they cannot pick up new cards from the 
corner where they dropped off their winning 
cards (See Figure 24).

For example, if a player drops off cards he won 
in the left corner, then he must now go to the 
right corner to select a new card to continue 
play. Players with the lower of the two cards will 
always give their card to their opponent and 
perform an exercise before being allowed to get 
a new card to continue play. Performing 5-10 
jumping jacks, push-ups, sit-ups, knee bends, 
or mountain climbers are a few examples of 
exercises that students can choose if they lose. 
Note: jokers are the highest cards, followed by 
the ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 
and, finally, the 2.

A “war” occurs if two players who face-off have 
cards that contain the same number. These 
players will now have to play Rock, Paper, and 
Scissors to break the tie. 

Note: provide a brief explanation before the 
game begins of how to play Rock, Paper, and Scis-
sors. The losing player must perform an exercise 
before being allowed to get a new card to con-
tinue play. As a bonus, the winners of war get 
to keep both cards and go to either of the op-
posing team’s corners to take any three cards 
to go and place them face down on the floor at 
either of their team’s corners. The game is over 
and a team is declared the winners if the follow-
ing situation occurs:

1. A team wins all of the cards in the game. 

2. One team has more cards than the opposing 
team when the teacher stops the game after 
10-20 minutes. 

3. A player is caught turning over more than 
one card or a player picks up new card from 
the corner where he dropped off his winning 
cards.

Clean up by performing a 10-second count 
down while students return the correct cards to 
their appropriate team’s corners before starting 
a new round.

Rules and Safety:  
1. Players are allowed to pick one card that is 

laying face down each time a trip is made to 
their team’s corner. The opposing team will 
be awarded an automatic win if any player is 
caught turning over more than one card.

2. Cards may not be traded or returned once 
they are chosen. 

3. The player with the higher card gets to keep 
both cards to go and place them face down 
on the floor. Jokers are the highest cards, fol-

Figure 23: Facing off

Figure 24: Dropping off card/getting new card
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lowed by the ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 
6, 5, 4, 3 and, finally, the 2.

4. Players cannot pick up new cards from the 
corner where they dropped off their winning 
cards.

5. Players who lose a face-off or war will always 
give their card to their opponents and per-
form an exercise before being allowed to get 
a new card to continue play. 

6. A “war” occurs if two players who face-off have 
cards that contain the same number. These 
players will now have to play Rock, Paper, and 
Scissors to break the tie.

7. The winners of war get to keep both cards and 
go to either of the opposing team’s corners to 
take any three cards.

Variations:  
1. Add an additional deck to each team’s corner.

2. Create new skills to be performed for the los-
ing players.

3. Play Human rock, paper, and scissors.
• Quickly determine in your head if you want 

to be a rock, paper, or scissors.

• Jump up and down (at the same time as 
your opponent) for two counts and on the 
third count, land in a rock position, paper 
position, or scissors position.

1. Rock Position: land while squatting 
down like a frog.

2. Paper Position: land while standing with 
your arms stretched wide.

3. Scissors Position: land with your feet 
stretched wide.  

Note: Play the game at the same rhythm. For ex-
ample, players must show their symbol on the 
third count of 1-2-3 or when scissors is said in 
“Rock, Paper, Scissors.

Fitness War • Diagram
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Get It? Got It! — 3–8
Objective:  To elicit critical thinking and strate-
gical skills, while reinforcing teamwork in the at-
tempts to be the quickest team to meet the Get it, 
Got it checklist requirements. 

Equipment:  Needs are based on a class of 56 (14 
teams of 3). 

 � Hula hoops (14; 7 green and 7 orange)

 � Spectrum blindfolds (14)

 � Two storage bins of noodle pieces (100-200 per 
container; create mini noodles by cutting long 
aqua foam noodles into 1- or 2-inch pieces--an 
electric carving knife works best). Note: two 
different colored noodle pieces (blocks) is highly 
recommended to help with the redistribution of 
blocks at the end of the game. For example, re-
turn Team 1’s blue noodle pieces to one side 
and Team 2’s red noodle pieces to the other side. 

 � Get it, Got it Activity Checklist (14)

 � Pens or pencils (14)

Procedure:  Spread out seven hula hoops be-
tween the end line and wall at each end of the 
gym (7 green on one end and 7 orange at the 
other end). Next, place one blindfold, pencil, 
and Get it, Got it Activity Checklist (upside down) 
inside each hoop. Finally, spread out all of the 
mini noodles all over the gym, keeping both 
colors separated. For example, place all green 
mini noodles on one side of the gym and the or-
ange mini noodles on the other side of the gym 
between the midline and end line (see diagram 
for setup). The object of the game is to be the 
first team to complete all seven “requirements” 
listed on the Get it, Got it Activity Checklist. 

To Begin: Instruct students to get into groups of 
four (three or five if an odd number occurs) and sit 
at one of the 14 hoops located at either end of the 

gym. Remind students that they are not to turn 
over and look at the Get it, Got it Activity Check-
list until the teacher signals for the game to be-
gin. Note: depending on the maturity of the grade 
level being taught, the teacher should determine if 
students will need the teacher to verbally cover all 
rules and expectations on the checklist while stu-
dents follow along, or to simply let each team read 
the checklist and figure out the game expectations 
on their own. Either way, the following rules must 
be mentioned before starting the game: 1. Each 
team must strategize and determine the fastest, 
most efficient way to complete all seven require-
ments on the checklist. 2. Teams must always be 
connected in some way while traveling to the op-
posite side of the gym to retrieve ONE mini noodle 
before returning home. 3. The teams with green 
hoops may only collect green mini noodles and 
the teams with orange hoops may only collect or-
ange mini noodles. On the teacher’s signal, teams 
may turn the checklist over and begin CAREFUL-
LY reading it to determine their next plan of ac-
tion. Note: the teacher should walk around to clari-
fy any misunderstandings and make sure teams are 
properly filling out their checklist as they complete 
the tasks. The team to earn all 28 mini noodles the 
fastest will be declared the Get it? Got it! champi-
ons. One game should last approximately 30-35 
minutes. So encourage the winner(s) to continue 
the game by choosing any activity to earn bonus 
mini noodles (see bottom of Get it, Got it Activity 
Checklist), if a team finishes before the class pe-
riod has ended.

Rules and Safety:  
1.  Teams must always be connected in some 

way while traveling to the opposite side of 
the gym to retrieve ONE mini noodle before 
returning home.  
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2. Teammates must collaborate and decide 

which activity number (choices 1-7) from 
the Get it, Got it Activity Checklist will be 
used to fulfill a requirement. Remember, 
the activity number chosen may only be 
used to complete one entire requirement.

3. Teams must drop each mini noodle inside 
their team’s hoop immediately upon arrival 
and check one box beside the requirement 
being performed.

4. A requirement is not complete until a check 
is inside each box located beside the partic-
ular requirement being fulfilled (See Get it, 
Got it Activity Checklist). A box may only re-
ceive a check for each mini noodle earned 
and placed inside a team’s hoop.

5. Place one of the seven activity numbers being 
performed in the blank under “Activity #” locat-
ed on the Get it, Got it Activity Checklist. 

6. The teacher may send teams back to start 
over if they are not staying connected or if 
they are performing an activity incorrectly.

Variations:  
1. Would you like to really wear your students out? 

Then play this game outside on a large field.

2. Vary the number requirements expected 
on the Get it, Got it Activity Checklist. For ex-
ample, instead of using 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 try 
having students collect 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 or 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14. The number possibilities 
are endless. 

3. Create and add new skills or replace the 
current skills on the Get it, Got it Activity 
Checklist.

Get It? Got It! • Diagram
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Get It? Got It! Activity Checklist
Rules:  
Collaborate with your teammates and decide 
which Activity # will be used to fulfill each require-
ment. Note: the Activity # chosen may only be used 
to complete 1 requirement. Choose wisely because 
some of the activities are harder and may take lon-
ger to perform than others. A requirement is not 
complete until a √ is inside each box located be-
side the requirement being fulfilled. Note: a box 
may only receive a √ for each mini noodle earned. 
Also, place one of the seven activity numbers be-
ing performed in the blank under Activity #. 

Remember: teammates must stay connected at 
all times when traveling. 

Activities: 
1. Travel at different levels, but at levels lower 

than the shortest player. 

2.  Travel in a single file line, but in order of birth 
month starting with January.

3.  Player’s must perform locomotor skills that are 
different from their teammates for every trip 
taken. For example, skip, hop, jump, gallop, etc.

4.  Travel backwards while marching.

5.  Stand in a single-file line with the first person 
wearing a blindfold. Players without blindfolds 
must safely direct their blindfolded teammate 
to each mini noodle. Blindfolded players may 
switch upon returning to the home base. 

6.  Travel by rotating clockwise in a circle.

7.  Travel while keeping everyone completely un-
der the hula hoop.

Requirement

* Bonus mini noodles earned   =

Number of Mini Noodles
needed to fulfill each

Activity #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

________

________

________

________

________

________

________

________

=  1

=  2

=  3

=  4

=  5

=  6

=  7
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Going Cuckoo! — 2–8

Objective:  To cooperatively and quickly work 
together to get all of the misplaced Cuckoo eggs 
safely to their mother’s nest, while reinforcing 
throwing, catching, hand-eye coordination, and 
cardiovascular fitness. 

Equipment:  Needs are based on a class of 70. 
 � Hula hoops (36; any size)

 � Spectrum Poly Markers/spots 9” Circles (32; any 
size)

 � Fleece or yarn balls (60-100, ideally 30-50 red 
fleece balls and 30-50 blue fleece balls; the 
more balls used, the longer the duration of 
each round. Optional: substitute fleece balls 
with bean bags, indoor Frisbees, small Gator-
skin balls, etc.)

 � Trashcans or storage bins (2) 

 � Wristbands or jerseys (5 red and 5 blue)

Scenario:  There are two common kinds of 
cuckoos in North America, the blue-billed cuck-
oo and the red-billed cuckoo. Bird watchers 
have observed and learned that cuckoos do not 
like to care for their young. The sad truth is that 
cuckoos actually lay their eggs in another bird’s 
nest and leave them to be hatched and cared 
for by another bird. To avoid the risk of extinc-
tion, a group of bird watchers have decided to 
team up and find the misplaced cuckoo eggs 
and safely transfer all the fragile eggs to their 
natural mother’s nest.

Procedure:  Spread out 30 hula hoops and 
poly spots anywhere within the gym bound-
aries. Next, divide the red yarn balls and place 
them inside two hula hoops, between the end 
line and wall, at one end of the gym. Then divide 
the blue yarn balls and place inside two other 
hula hoops, between the end line and wall, at 
the opposite end of the gym. Then spread all 

jerseys anywhere on the floor. Finally, place one 
trashcan against the wall at the center of each 
end wall (see diagram for setup). The object of 
the game is for the entire class to establish the 
quickest time by cooperatively working togeth-
er to get ALL of the misplaced Cuckoo eggs 
safely to their mother’s nest.

To Begin: instruct students to stand inside a 
hula hoop, to stand on a spot, or to put on a 
jersey and sit down and await further instruc-
tions. Players inside a hula hoop or on a spot 
are called Bird Catchers. Select three of the 
five blue and red jersey players (Bird Watchers) 
and send them to stand next to their color’s 
yarn balls (Cuckoo eggs). Send the remaining 
jersey players (Nesters) to stand next to the 
trashcan (Mother’s Nest) on the opposite end 
of gym from their team’s Bird Watchers. For ex-
ample, three of the blue players will have a seat 
next to the blue yarn balls, while the remaining 
two blue jersey players stand by the trashcan 
(mother’s nest) located opposite the gym of 
their team’s Bird Watchers (see diagram for set-
up). Add more hoops or spots if all hoops and 
spots are occupied. Note: I recommend provid-
ing a few extra hoops and/or spots to provide stu-
dents with a variety of choices. Read the scenario 
to the class. 

Explain that players from each team are respon-
sible for one of the following three roles. Each 
of the three roles to be performed during each 
round has specific rules as follows (the teacher 
may allow players to switch roles after approxi-
mately 5 to 10 minutes): 

1. Bird Watchers remove Cuckoo eggs from ei-
ther hula hoop and may move anywhere be-
tween the end line and wall in order to enter 
them into the game by tossing/throwing them 
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to any player inside a hula hoop or on a spot. 
Bird Watchers are also responsible for retriev-
ing and returning their dropped eggs back to 
its beginning hoop. Note: red Bird Watchers may 
only throw or retrieve red eggs and vice-versa. 

2. Bird Catchers must stay inside their hula hoop 
or stand on their spot when trying to catch a 
thrown ball from a Bird Watcher or other Bird 
Catcher. Bird Catchers may throw and catch any 
color egg. Two special rules for Bird Catchers: 
All Bird Catchers, upon making successful com-
pletions to a teammate, may move from their 
hoop/spot and go to any other hoop/spot of 
their choosing. All unsuccessful throws result 
in having to stay at the present hoop/spot. Any 
Bird Catcher who drops or misses any thrown 

ball must immediately jog one lap around the 
gym, and upon completing the lap may go to 
the same hoop/spot, or if now occupied, to a 
new hoop/spot. Note: encourage all players to 
think about strategy and communicate to one an-
other before making throws; otherwise there will 
be lots of players jogging. For example, anyone 
throwing a ball must keep in mind that their 
teammates must jog a lap if they try to make 
too long of a throw or make a poor throw re-
sulting in an incompletion. 

3. Nesters may move anywhere between the 
end line and wall in order to catch an egg that 
has finally made it from the other side of the 
gym. A Nester, each time an egg is caught, 
must carry the egg and drop it into the trash-

Going Cuckoo! • Diagram
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can (mother’s nest). Nesters too have to jog one 
lap each time they miss a ball. Note: red Nesters 
may catch red eggs and vice-versa.

The teacher will start a timer as soon as each 
round begins and the transfer of eggs will con-
tinue until all Cuckoo eggs have crossed the 
gym and been placed inside the correct moth-
er’s nest. The teacher will stop the timer once all 
eggs are inside the mother’s nest to determine 
the time for each round. If time permits, return 
all eggs to their original place and begin a new 
round by challenging students to see if they 
can break their existing time record

Rules and Safety:  
1. One ball may be handled at a time.

2. Bird Watchers and Nesters may move any-
where between the end line and wall in or-
der to transfer or catch an egg. Bird Watch-
ers and Nesters may only handle eggs that 
are the same color as their jersey.

3. Only Bird Watchers may retrieve and return 
dropped eggs back to its beginning hoop.

4. Bird Catchers may throw and catch any col-
or egg. 

5. Bird Catchers must stay inside their hula 
hoop or stand on their spot when trying to 
catch a thrown ball. Hoops or spots may not 
be moved at any time. Option: allow Bird 
Catchers the choice to have one foot out of 
the hoop or keep one foot on spot. This op-
tion will allow them to extend their bodies 
to reach balls not thrown right to them.

6. Bird Catchers may move from their hoop/
spot and go to any other hoop/spot upon a 
successful completion. 

7. All unsuccessful throws result in having to 
stay at the present hoop/spot. 

8. A Bird Catcher who drops or misses a 
thrown ball must jog one lap around the 
gym and upon completing the lap may go 
to the same hoop/spot, or if now occupied, 
to a new hoop/spot.

9. Nesters too have to jog one lap each time 
they miss a ball.  

Variations:
1. Increase the difficulty by using basketballs in-

stead of yarn balls. Also, implement a new rule 
for how the ball must be passed. For example, 
a bounce pass must be made to anyone on a 
poly spot and a chest pass must be made to 
anyone standing in a hoop.

2. Modify the rule if same color jerseys as the 
yarn balls are unavailable. For example, the 
Bird Watchers and Nesters who have an or-
ange scarf may only handle the red and green 
yarn balls.

3. Place yarn balls on one side of the gym and 
equal amounts of beanbags, Frisbees, or any 
other item on the opposite side of the gym 
and play the same game.

4. Add more Bird Watchers, especially if a lot 
of balls are on the ground and need to be 
collected
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Hooper’s Hulas — K–3
Objective:  To reinforce spatial awareness, flee-
ing and dodging, throwing for accuracy, and hula-
hoop manipulatives in the wacky, action-packed 
game of Hooper’s Hulas. 

Equipment:  Needs are based on a class of 56. 
 � Hula hoops (44)

 � Scooters (12)

 � Beanbags (6; Indoor Frisbees, Koosh balls, ani-
mal beanbags, etc. may be substituted)

 � Optional: one wristband or jersey for each of 
the six Hula Hunters

Procedure:  Place six jerseys, six beanbags, 
and six hoops in the center of the gym. Next, 
randomly spread the remaining hoops around 
the gym. Finally, place six scooters together any-
where in the gym. When students arrive, select 
six players to be “Hula Hunters” to go to the 
center of the gym and six players to be “Hula 
Helpers” to go and sit on a scooter. Instruct all 
other students (“Hoopers”) to sit down inside 
one hula hoop and await further instructions. 
The object of the game is to avoid being cap-
tured by the ferocious Hula Hunters. 

To Begin: on the teacher’s signal, Hula Hunters 
and Hoopers, while inside their hoops, begin 
moving within the play area by shuffling their 
feet and kicking their hoops along the floor with 
their toes. Note: a teacher demonstration of how 
to shuffle and kick the hoop, while within the play 
area is recommended. The goal of the Hoopers 
is to move within the play area attempting to 
avoid all Hula Hunters. The Hula Hunter’s goal 
is to move within the play area attempting to 
capture Hoopers. Hula Hunters capture Hoop-
ers by throwing and trapping their beanbags 
inside the Hooper’s hoop. Note: encourage 
Hoopers to quickly move away from the Hunt-

ers or practice manipulating the hoop with their 
feet in such a way as to quickly move the hoop to 
avoid a thrown beanbag. Hunters, after captur-
ing a Hooper, must retrieve their beanbag and 
begin chasing other Hoopers. Once captured, 
the Hoopers must stop and begin hula jumping 
or hula hooping their waist, neck, or arm until 
rescued by a Hula Helper. Hula Helpers rescue 
captured Hoopers by moving around the play 
area on their scooters to “high-five” anyone 
they see hula hooping/hula jumping. Note: a 
teacher demonstration of how he/she wants the 
Hula Helpers to ride the scooters within the play 
area is recommended. A rescue is complete 
once a high-five takes place and the Hula Help-
er switches positions with the Hooper to now 
carry out the responsibilities of their new posi-
tion (the Helper becomes the Hooper and the 
Hooper becomes the Helper). 

The teacher will stop the game after 5-10 min-
utes and instruct all Hunters to choose some-
one new to switch positions. Note: all other po-
sitions will switch throughout the game.

Rules and Safety:  
1. Players must move within the play area by 

keeping their feet inside their hoop. Any 
Hooper coming out of their hoop will be 
considered captured and must begin hula 
hooping/hula jumping.

2. Hula Hunters can only capture Hoopers 
by throwing and trapping their beanbags 
inside the Hooper’s hoop. A Hooper is not 
captured if the beanbag bounces out of the 
hoop.

3. Once captured, the Hoopers must stop and 
begin hula jumping or hula hooping until 
rescued.
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4. A rescue is complete once a high-five takes 

place and the Hula Helper switches posi-
tions with the Hooper. Note: select new Hula 
Helpers if they are being selfish by just riding 
the scooter and not saving people.

5. Remind students on scooters to be aware 
of the players that are hula hooping so 
that they do not accidentally get hit by the 
hoop.

Variations:  
1. Allow Hula Hunters to tap and capture 

Hoopers with a noodle if enough hoops are 
not available.

2. Increase the speed of traveling with hoops 
by allowing players to travel with one foot 
on the outside of the hoop.

3. Allow only the Hoopers the ability to travel 
with one foot on the outside of the hoop. 
This, in turn, will make it harder for the Hula 
Hunters because it is slower to move with 
both feet in the hoop.

4. Give each Hula Hunter a different color 
beanbag. Now Hula Hunters may only cap-
ture Hoopers that have the same color hoop 
as their beanbag. For example, a Hula Hunt-
er with a red beanbag may only attempt to 
capture Hoopers that have a red hoop.

Hula Hut Throw Down — 2–8
Objective:  Hula Hut Throw Down is a non-stop, 
action packed game adapted from Hula Hut Relay 
(No Standing Around in My Gym) and Castle Ball 
(Larouche, PE Central; Kelly-Cram, Great Activities). 
Hula Hut Throw Down combines the art of hula 
hut building, the strategical tactics incorporated 
in offense and defense, the skills of hitting various 
targets, along with the “never give up” attitude it 
takes to be successful. 

Equipment:   
 � Gatorskin balls (30+; the more the better)

 � Hula hoops (36+; the more the better) 

 � Trashcans, barrels, or storage bins (4)

 � Basketball goals (2, set between 8’ to 10’)

 � Traffic Cones (2)

 � Optional: wristbands or jerseys for at least one 
team are recommended, but not required

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place all Ga-
torskin balls in the center of the gym and place 
half the hoops around one traffic cone at the 

center of the sideline and the rest of the hoops 
around the other cone at the opposite center 
sideline (see diagram for set up). Finally, place 
one trashcan in each corner of the gym. The 
object of the game is to be the team with the 
most Hula Huts built when the time expires. 

Divide the class into two teams and send each 
team to opposite sides of the gym to sit down and 
await further instructions. Provide a brief explana-
tion of the Scorer, Builder, Gatherer, Protector, and 
Destroyer positions (described below), informing 
students that they can choose and change any po-
sition at any time during the game. Also, provide 
a quick, one-time demonstration of how to build a 
hula hut (See Figure 25). 

• To build a Hula Hut, place one hoop on the 
ground (the foundation). Place two hoops on 
the inside edge of the foundation, but on op-
posite sides of each other. Lean them together 
at 45-degree angles. Place two more hoops on 
the inside edge of the foundation, but on op-
posite sides of the other two hoops. Again, lean 
them together at 45-degree angles over the first 
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two hoops. The sixth hoop, which is the roof, is 
placed on top to hold the walls in place.

To Begin: On the teacher’s signal, “Scorers” 
(everyone will be scorers at this stage in the 
game) will begin throwing the Gatorskin balls, 
trying to score them into the basketball goal or 
corner trashcans located on the opposite end 
of the gym. All players who make a shot into 
the basketball goal are allowed to go and “cap-
ture” one hoop from either cone to take and 
put on their team’s side. All players who score 
a ball into the trashcan are allowed to go and 
“capture” two hoops from either cone to take 
to their team’s side. Note: encourage scorers to 
get the scored balls out of the trashcans before 
getting the hoops. Each team will continue the 
“hoop capturing” process for the entire game, 
keeping in mind that for every six hoops cap-
tured, one Hula Hut may be built. Once six 
hoops are captured, the four positions of Build-
er, Gatherer, Protector, and Destroyer may be in-
stituted. Each of the new positions that can be 
performed, once six hoops have been earned, 
will be defined as: 1. “Builders” are any players 
who choose to help build a Hula Hut each time 
six hoops have been captured. 2. “Gatherers” 
are any players who choose to cross the mid-

line to go to the opposing team’s side to gather 
balls and bring them back to their team’s side. 
The Gatherer position is important, especially 
when there are not many balls available on 
a team’s side. 3. “Destroyers” are any players 
from the opposing team who choose to roll or 
throw balls with the intent to destroy or knock 
down Hula Huts. Each Destroyer who knocks 
down a Hula Hut, causing all the hoops to fall to 
the ground, must cross the midline and gather 
the six hoops from the fallen Hula Hut and place 
them back around one of the traffic cones for 
the chance to be re-captured. 4. “Protectors” 
are any players who choose to do whatever it 
takes to defend a Hula Hut from the destroyers’ 
rolled or thrown balls. Note: nobody, other than 
the Protectors who guard the Hula Huts, are al-
lowed to play defense by blocking balls or guard-
ing the trashcans at any other time during the 
game. Scorers will continue to capture hoops 
that are still available, Builders will continue 
building Hula Huts for every six hoops that are 
captured, Gatherers will continue retrieving 
balls from the opposing team’s side, Protectors 
will continue protecting as more Hula Huts are 
built, and Destroyers will continue destroying 
the opposing team’s Huts as long as at least 
one Hula Hut is still standing until the stop sig-
nal (time limit to be determined by the teacher) 
is given. The team to have the most Hula Huts 
built when the time expires will be declared the 
winner for that round. Clean up and start a new 
round. Note: remind students that all five posi-
tions are available to anyone and that any player 
can change positions at anytime. Also, mention 
that all positions are chosen and performed on 
a voluntary basis, especially Protectors who are 
at the risk of getting hit by balls while protecting 
their Hula Huts.

Figure 25: Hula Hut
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Rules and Safety:  
1. Scorers and Destroyers may not cross the 

midline to roll or throw balls.

2. Gatherers may cross the midline to go and 
retrieve balls from the opposing team’s side, 
but may not roll or throw balls until they are 
back on their team’s side.

3. Scorers are allowed to capture one hoop for 
each score into the basketball goal and two 
hoops for each score into the corner trashcans.

4. Hula Huts may be built anywhere on a 
team’s side, but Builders should strategize 
and determine the safest and best places to 
build Hula Huts. 

5. All Hula Huts are “free game” to be destroyed 
once a Builder places the last hoop (roof ) on 

top of the hut. Players may not touch the 
Hula Huts once a Builder places the last hoop 
on top of the hut. Also, a damaged Hula Hut 
may not be repaired at anytime.

6. Protectors may guard the Hula Hut in any 
way as long as they do not touch the hut.

7. Protectors are the only players allowed to 
play defense and their defense is limited to 
protecting Hula Huts. Defending trashcans 
or blocking balls that are not directed at the 
Hula Huts is not allowed.

8. Destroyers may also cross the midline, but 
only to collect the six hoops of the Hula Hut 
that they have completely destroyed. All 
hoops of a destroyed hut must immediately 
be returned to one of the traffic cones.

Hula Hut Throw Down • Diagram
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9. Protectors must understand that they are 
at risk of getting hit by balls since they are 
guarding the Hula Huts. The teacher may 
administer a one to five-minute penalty if it 
is determined that a student is intentionally 
throwing at another student.

Variations  
1. Allow teams to build another hut on an ex-

isting hut.

2. Provide each team with other types of balls. 
For example, one to two playground balls 
per team that may only be rolled. 

3. Move the trashcans closer to the midline for 
the younger students.

Let’s Dance — 2–8
Objective:  To elevate dance appreciation 
through unique, fun, and exciting rhythmic dance 
skills with the attempt to alleviating any precon-
ceived negative feelings concerning dance. Note: 
All dance steps use an 8 or 16 count and L = Left 
and R = Right. The songs selected (artist is in pa-
renthesis by the dance title) for the dances are not 
required to perform each dance! All songs can be 
purchased online at sites such as www.apple.com/
itunes or www.frostwire.com. The teacher must 
determine what is appropriate for his or her class-
es. Simply choose a fun, upbeat song with a similar 
beat to the song listed beside the dance title if the 
song cannot be found or is considered inappropri-
ate for your class. In some cases, the “radio” version 
of a song should be downloaded or purchased. 

1.  1–2 Step (Ciera)
PART 1:
Step R together, then step L together while raising 
hands high to the R doing the “Car Wash” (palms 
up or down) on counts 3, 4, and 7, 8. 

Repeat 3 more times for a total of two 8 counts

PART 2: “Old School” Arm swing or “Step Show”

Step, swing R, step, swing L (with closed fist) 
 4 counts
Step, swing R, step, swing L (with closed fist) 
 4 counts

Repeat, but pivot on L, while turning to the R only 
on counts 7 and 8 to lead into the Grapevine on 
Part 3.

PART 3:
Grapevine R 4 counts
Grapevine L 4 counts

PART 4:  1-2 Step
Grapevine R with delay 
   (Step-delay on 2, 3, 4) 4 counts 4 counts

Grapevine L with delay 
   (Step-delay on 2, 3, 4) 4 counts 4 counts
Repeat

PART 5:  Repeat all 4 Parts again for the entire song
Start Over

2.  I like the way you move  (Outkast-radio ver-
sion or Somebody to Love by Jusin Bieber): With 
or without Lummi Sticks

PART 1:
Grapevine R, Clap on 4th beat 
Grapevine L, Clap on 4th beat 8 counts

PART 2:
Step forward R, step together with L and tap sticks 
two times 
Step back R, step together with L and tap sticks 
two times 8 counts
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PART 3:  Repeat Part 1 8 counts

PART 4:  Repeat Part 2 8 counts

PART 5:  (2nd Grade Modification: step, tap, 
step, tap instead)
Squat down, back up, step L, and then tap 
 4 counts
Squat down, back up, step R, and then tap 
 4 counts
Repeat 8 more counts

PART 6:  
Riding the Horsey – One hand out front, tapping hip 
with other hand, while turning/galloping in a circle
 Two 8 counts
Start Over

3.  Señorita  (Justin Timberlake): With or without 
Lummi Sticks

PART 1:
Tap Legs (thighs)  R leg, L leg, R leg, L leg 
 Two 8 counts

PART 2:
Rock forward with R foot then tap 2 counts
Rock backward then tap 2 counts
Rock forward with R foot then tap 2 counts
Rock backward then tap 2 counts

PART 3:
Step forward, pivot (180), feet together, tap, tap
Forward, pivot, tap, tap 4 counts
Step forward, pivot (180), feet together, tap, tap
Forward, pivot, tap, tap 4 counts
Repeat

PART 4:
Step R, feet together (or Push Away-harder skill) 
then tap 2 counts
Step L, feet together (or Push Away-harder skill) 
then tap 2 counts
Repeat for a total of two 8 counts

PART 5:
Step R, cross over with L, return R foot, return L 
foot (Jazz Square) 4 counts
Step L, cross over with L, return R foot, return L 
foot (Jazz Square) 4 counts
Repeat

Start Over

3.  The John Travolta  Monday Night Football — 
“Stayin’ Alive” re-mix by N-Trance

PART 1:  
Roll Arms     ROLL, ROLL, ROLL, ROLL
Click Heals   CLICK, CLICK, CLICK, CLICK
 
PART 2:  
Touch R toe Forward  FORWARD
Touch R toe Forward  FORWARD
Touch R toe Back  BACK
Touch R toe Back  BACK
Touch R toe Forward  FORWARD
Touch R toe Back  BACK
Touch R toe Forward  FORWARD
Pivot ¼ turn to L  TURN

PART 3:  
Step R Foot Back SHUFFLE
Step L Foot Back TO
Step R Foot Back THE
Touch L foot next to R BACK
Step L Foot Forward SHUFFLE
Step R Foot Forward TO
Step L Foot Forward THE
Touch R foot next to L FRONT

PART 4:  
Step R Foot to the R GRAPEVINE
Step L Foot behind R To
 Step R foot to the R The
 Touch L foot Next to R Right
Step L Foot to the L GRAPEVINE
Step R Foot behind L To
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 Step L foot to the L The
 Touch R foot Behind L Left

PART 5:  Freeze and let me hear you say
 “John – TRA – VOLT – A”
 Point Up with R arm while moving R leg
      out to the side
 Point Down with R arm while moving  R leg
 behind L … like the move from the movie.

Start Over

5.  Temperature  (Sean Paul)

PART 1:
R shoulder bounce and R foot stomp while 
pivoting counterclockwise to the L 4 counts
L shoulder bounce and L foot stomp while 
pivoting clockwise to the R 4 counts
Repeat

PART 2:
Scoop R or (Reebok) 4 counts
Scoop L or (Reebok) 4 counts
Repeat

PART 3:  1–2 Step
Grapevine R with delay (Step-delay on 2, 3, 4)
 4 counts
Grapevine L with delay (Step-delay on 2, 3, 4)
 4 counts
Repeat

PART 4:
Forward:
Shuffle step R with a double jab 2 counts
Shuffle step L with a double jab 2 counts
Shuffle step R with a double jab 2 counts
Shuffle step L with a double jab 2 counts

PART 5:
Backward:
  1-2 step backwards to the R 4 counts
  1-2 step backwards to the L 4 counts

Start Over

6.  The Thriller Dance Modified   
(Michael Jackson)

Introduction: Lie on the ground as if you are 
dead in a grave or lying in a casket. As soon as 
the song begins, pretend you are waking up from 
the dead, almost zombie-like. As you stand, start 
a little neck twitch…..tilt head down to the right 
while simultaneously lifting right shoulder up to 
towards head. Perform the neck twitch during the 
lead up into the actual song. Remember, you’re a 
possessed dance creature of the night!

PART 1:  “Monster Claws”
Step to the R while creating 
    monster claws to the R 2 counts
Step to the L while creating 
    monster claws to the R 2 counts
Repeat R, L, R, L for the remaining 4 counts 
performing the monster claws  4 counts

PART 2:  “Slide, Shimmy, Clap”
Step to the R with an exaggerated slide 
    of your L foot until it meets your R foot
 4 counts

Note: as you slide R, shimmy your shoulders 
up and down in an alternating pattern and 
bring your arms straight above your head 
and clap once on the 4th count.

Step to the L with an exaggerated slide 
    of your R foot until it meets your L foot
 4 counts

Repeat the slide, shimmy, clap on  
the 8th count

PART 3:  “Breast Stroke”
Forward:
Shuffle step R, L, R, L as if you are performing the 
breast stroke swim in waist-deep water.
 4 counts
Shuffle step L, R, L, R as if you are performing the 
breast stroke swim in waist-deep water.
 4 counts
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PART 4:  “Zombie Stomp Backwards”
Backward:
Stomp R while performing monster claws, 
eyes bulging 2 counts
Stomp L while performing monster claws, 
eyes bulging 2 counts
Stomp R, L, R, L while performing monster claws, 
eyes bulging 4 counts

Note: Remember to make your best zombie 
impression throughout the dance move!

PART 5:  “Dealing Cards”
Stand with feet shoulders width apart. Bend the 
right leg; lift the heel, and move your leg in and 
out (like opening and closing a door), while simul-

taneously dealing cards with your right hand each 
count. Also, slightly lean further and further to the 
right with each deal of a card.  4 counts

Stand with feet shoulders width apart. Bend the 
right leg; lift the heel, and move your leg in and 
out (like opening and closing a door), while simul-
taneously dealing cards with your right hand each 
count. Also, slightly lean further and further to the 
right with each deal of a card.  4 counts

Turn a quarter turn counterclockwise (to face the 
wall to your left) as you deal the last card to the 
left on EVERY 8th count.

Start Over

Match Madness — K–3
Objective:  Match Madness is a high energy, non-
stop fitness game. The key to success in this game 
is to find multiple hidden card matches. Note: 
“What lies Beneath?” is a great game to play with 
Grades 3 through 8 in conjunction with Match Mad-
ness due to similarities in game set up. 

Equipment:   (Needs are based on a class of 54)
 � Large Face Playing Cards (1 deck; there are 52 

playing cards plus 2 jokers per deck)

 � Spectrum Poly Markers/spots 9” Circles (65; 54 
spots to cover up the playing cards plus 10-15 
additional spots with nothing under them)

 � Bucket of jumbo craft sticks or wristbands (100+ 
to be used as points; the more the better)

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, spread out all 
of the playing cards from the deck inside the pe-
rimeter of the gym. Next, place the bucket of sticks 
in the center of the play area. Place one poly spot 
over each of the cards (see diagram for setup). The 
object of the game is for students to uncover one 
card and then locate a friend who has the match-
ing number and color on their card. 

To Begin: instruct students to sit down in 
personal space. Explain that most of the poly 
spots have one playing card underneath them. 
The cards underneath the spots can be an ace 
through king. Aces equal one; two through ten 
represent their face value; and J’s, Q’s, K’s, and 
Jokers equal 10. On the signal “go” each player 
will travel and uncover any one poly spot (See 
Figure 26). 

Figure 26: Looking under a spot
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 Note: the only time players may look under an-
other spot is if a card was not found under the 
initial spot chosen. Each player will then pick 
up and determine what their card is and begin 
traveling around the play area to locate an-
other player with the same number card and 
color. For example, player A uncovers a seven 
of hearts. Player A will travel around the gym 
until he finds the player who has the red seven 
of diamonds. Note: a red jack must be matched 
with a red jack; a black queen must be matched 
with a black queen, and likewise for jack, queens, 
kings and jokers. All players, once a match is 
achieved with a friend, must perform an exer-
cise based on the number represented on their 
card. For example, Player A and B must perform 
seven jumping jacks for matching their seven of 
hearts and seven of diamonds. Note: some ex-
amples of exercises can be, but are not limited to, 
jumping jacks, laps around the boundaries, rope 
jumps, lunges, sit ups, knee bends, hops on one 
foot, and push ups. Exercises can be written on 
a chalkboard/dry erase board or taped to the 
wall. Upon completing their exercises, players 
will show their matching cards to the teacher. 
A successful match results in each player get-
ting one stick/wristband. Note: wristbands work 
well because students can wear them and do not 
have to worry about carrying them. Players, af-
ter earning a stick/wristband, must take and 
replace their cards under any empty spot be-
fore going to uncover a new card. Note: allow 
students who appear to be struggling with find-
ing matches, the opportunity to uncover a new 
card. Make sure they hide their old card first. A 
signal will be given at the end of class for each 
player to find their own personal space. Players 
will then count one point for every stick/wrist-
band they have earned. The player(s) with the 
highest score will be labeled the “Match Mad-
ness Champion(s)”. The teacher will recognize 

all other players by announcing the following 
categories that each player may fall under:

1. 10-12 points is Superhuman 
2. 6-9 points is Gifted
3. 4-6 points is Exceptional
4. 1-3 points is Skilled

Optional: before going to the next round, stop 
and let students share some possible strategies 
they utilized to be successful, placing special 
emphasis on those players that were thinking 
“outside of the box.”

Rules and Safety:  
1. A player may only look under one spot at a 

time. Poly spots may not be moved to an-
other location.

2. All players, once a match is achieved with a 
friend, must perform an exercise based on 
the number represented on their card. 

3. Upon completing their exercises, players 
will go and show their matching cards to 
the teacher. 

4. Players, after earning a stick/wristband, 
must take and replace their cards under any 
empty spot before going to uncover a new 
card. One card may be placed under one 
poly spot at a time.

5. Players who uncover more than one card at 
a time will be instructed to sit out for two 
minutes for cheating.

Variations:  
1. Allow younger students to match their 

number with any color number. 

2. Replace the playing cards with scrabble 
tiles.

3. Replace the playing cards with cards or pic-
tures containing matching shapes, colors, 
numbers, etc.
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4. Students must find two or more people 

who match their card, scrabble tile, shape, 
color, etc.

5. Add another deck of cards for class sizes 
over 54.

Match Madness • Diagram

Mathletics — 3–8
Objective:  Mathletics will reinforce and provide 
multiple practice opportunities to deepen student 
comprehension of basic mathematical concepts. 
The combination of math fundamentals, athletics, 
and teamwork forces teammates to strategize and 
think while constantly exercising to solve 10 num-
ber sentences quicker than the opposing teams. 

Equipment:   (Needs are based on a class of 36-48 
students or 12 teams of 3–4 per team)

 � Hula hoops (12 or one per team)

 � Large Face Playing Cards with jokers (8-12; ap-

proximately one deck of cards per team)

 � Mathletic Task Sheet (one per team; Task sheet A 
for round 1 and sheet B for round 2)

 � Pen/pencil (one per team) 

 � Optional: one jump rope per team

Procedure:  Spread out 12 hula hoops within 
the gym boundaries. Next, place one jump rope, 
Mathletic Task Sheet A, and pencil inside each hula 
hoop. Finally, scatter all of the decks of cards (face 
up) on the floor around the center area of the gym. 
The object of the game is for each team to find 
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and collect the answers to all 10 math problems 
on the Mathletic Task Sheet.

To Begin: instruct students to get into groups of 
three/four and sit beside a hoop to await further 
instructions. Explain that each team must work to-
gether to seek out and collect the answers to all 
10 math problems on the Mathletic Task Sheet. For 
round 1, players must answer the problems from 
Mathletic Task Sheet A. 

All players must first read the Mathletic Task Sheet 
and determine what cards can be retrieved from 
the center to solve each math problem. Note: each 
Mathletic Task Sheet contains 10 math problems 
that can be answered in any order. Each player must 
first earn the right to take a trip to the center of 
the gym each time they want to get a card. A trip 
to the center to get or return an unwanted card 
is earned by performing any exercise/skill listed at 
the top of the Mathletic Task Sheet (See task sheets 
A and B). Note: the exercises, skills, and math prob-
lems can be replaced or modified on each task sheet 
at the teacher’s discretion. Each player, after earn-
ing a trip, may go to the center and choose one 
card to take back to his or her team’s hoop (See 
Figure 27).

Note: aces equal 1 or 11, cards 2-10 represent their 
face value and J’s, Q’s, and K’s equal 10. Jokers equal 
anything, but only one Joker may be used by each 

team. Occasionally, teammates must gather at 
their hoop to make sure the correct cards are be-
ing chosen to answer each math problem. Note: 
remind players at some point to make sure they 
are solving problems from Mathletic Task Sheet A. 
Teammates must place the cards side by side in-
side their hoop in descending order from 1-10 to 
match up with each problem (1-10) on the Math-
letic Task Sheet. For example, Mathletic Task Sheet 
A, math problem number one states, “Find three 
matching numbers, shapes, or symbols.” Those 
three cards must be placed at the very top, side-
by-side, and inside their team’s hoop, in order to 
get credit for math problem number one at the 
end of the game. Note: the teacher should be able 
to look inside of each team’s hoop and match all 10 
answers (1-10 in descending order) with its corre-
sponding math problem (See Figure 28). It is also 
important that each team remembers that even 
though they can solve any math problem at any 
time, all answers must be inside their team’s hoop 
in the correct order (1-10). 

 A team, after double-checking their answers, 
should let the teacher know when the feel they 
have all 10 math problems correct. Upon arriving 
to check a team’s answers, the teacher’s first step 
will be to determine if procedures were followed 
on how to display all 10 answers. Before moving 
on, the teacher will provide a brief explanation of 

Figure 27: Choosing a card after performing an exercise

Figure 28:  A team answers 1–10 in descending order
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the rules to the team if procedures were not fol-
lowed. The teacher will proceed to the second 
step if it is determined that all procedures were 
followed. The second step involves checking to 
see if each math problem was answered correctly. 
Note: there are a few choices (based on the learn-
ing level of each group) the teacher can make at 
this point if an answer(s) is wrong before moving 
on to check another team: 1) the teacher can be 
extremely vague and say “incorrect” without let-
ting them know which answers are wrong or how 
many are wrong, 2) the teacher can be somewhat 
vague and inform the team of how many answers 
are wrong, or 3) the teacher can be very helpful 
and inform the team of exactly which answer(s) 
from 1-10 is wrong. The team to successfully an-
swer each problem from Mathletic Task Sheet A the 
fastest will be declared the winner for that round. 

Optional: before going to the next round, stop 
and let students share the many possible solu-
tions to some or all 10 of the problems and place 
special emphasis on those teams that were think-
ing “outside of the box.” A few examples would be 
finding three Kings of Spades for problem #1 in-
stead of just three Kings, or a 2♥ 4♥, 2♥, 4♥, 2♥, 
4♥, suited for the AB pattern on problem #5 in-
stead of 2’s and 4’s of any suit. Return the cards 
to the center, hand out Mathletic Task Sheet B, and 
start a new round.

Rules and Safety:  
1. Players must earn the right to make a trip to 

the center of the gym each time they want 
to get a card.

2. A trip to the center to get or return an un-
wanted card is earned by performing any 
exercise/skill listed at the top of the Math-
letic Task Sheet.

3. Teams may walk around to see what cards 
other teams have chosen to solve their 
math problems.

4. Teammates must place the cards side by 
side inside their hoop in descending order 
from 1-10 to match up with each problem 
(1-10) on the Mathletic Task Sheet.

5. Any math problem can be solved at any 
time, but all answers must be inside their 
team’s hoop in the correct order (1-10). 

6. The team to successfully answer each prob-
lem from the Mathletic Task Sheet the fast-
est will be declared the winner for that 
round.

Variations:  
1. Allow players to get more than one card at 

a time or allow teams to use more than one 
joker.

2. Simplify or increase the difficulty level on 
the Mathletic Task sheets. Implement mul-
tiplication, division, or any other number 
sentences deemed age-appropriate.

3. Play a quick version of the game if there is 
only about 8-10 minutes left in class by hav-
ing students locate all of one suit plus one 
joker for a total of 14 cards. For example, 
Ace through King of hearts and a joker
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Mathletic Task Sheet A
 a)  Perform 20 jumping jacks
 b)  Jog 1 lap around the boundaries
 c)  Perform 10 jumps with your rope
 d)  Perform 5 forward lunges on each foot

 e)  Perform 10 sit ups
 f )  Perform 10 knee bends
 g)  Hop on 1 foot 20 times
 h)  Perform 10 push ups

Perform one of the skills from the list to earn a trip 
to the center of the gym to collect one card. A skill 
has to be performed for every trip made to the 
center. Do NOT take turns. Everyone should be ac-
tive at all times. Place the cards side by side inside 
your hoop in descending order from 1-10 to match 

up with each problem (1-10) on this task sheet. 
Also, write your answer in the blank space pro-
vided by each math problem. Note: all problems 
have more than one solution. Hint: J’s, Q’s, and K’s, = 
10, and Aces = 1 or 11. Jokers = anything 1-11, but 
only one Joker per team.

1. Find 3 matching numbers, shapes, or symbols ____________

2. Find 6 different cards ____________

3. Find any cards that add up to the sum of 37 ____________

4. Create a number sentence that = 11 ____________

5. Create any AB pattern using 6 cards ____________

6. Find 3 different even number cards ____________

7. Find any 4 cards that = the sum of 19 ____________

8. Create any ABC pattern using 6 cards ____________

9. Find 3 different Prime numbers ____________

10. Find 3 different odd numbers ____________ 

After double-checking your answers, raise your hands and let the 
teacher know that you are ready to be checked.
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Mathletic Task Sheet B

 a)  Perform 20 jumping jacks
 b)  Jog 1 lap around the boundaries
 c)  Perform 10 jumps with your rope
 d)  Perform 5 forward lunges on each foot

 e)  Perform 10 sit ups
 f )  Perform 10 knee bends
 g)  Hop on 1 foot 20 times
 h)  Perform 10 push ups

Perform one of the skills from the list to earn a trip 
to the center of the gym to collect one card. A skill 
has to be performed for every trip made to the 
center. Do NOT take turns. Everyone should be ac-
tive at all times. Place the cards side by side inside 
your hoop in descending order from 1-10 to match 

up with each problem (1-10) on this task sheet. 
Also, write your answer in the blank space pro-
vided by each math problem. Note: all problems 
have more than one solution. Hint: J’s, Q’s, and K’s, = 
10, and Aces = 1 or 11. Jokers = anything 1-11, but 
only one Joker per team.

1. Find 3 numbers < 8 ____________

2. Find any cards that add up to the sum of 29 ____________

3. Create a number sentence that = 8 ____________

4. Create any AABB pattern using 8 cards ____________

5. Find 3 numbers < 8 ____________

6. Find any 4 cards that = the sum of 23 ____________

7. Find 4 consecutive numbers ____________

8. Find 3 multiples of the number 2 ____________

9. Find 3 different even and odd numbers ____________

10. Create a subtraction problem where the 
 difference is 6 ____________ 

After double-checking your answers, raise your hands and let the 
teacher know that you are ready to be checked.
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Mathletic Task Sheet C
 a)  Perform 20 jumping jacks
 b)  Jog 1 lap around the boundaries
 c)  Perform 10 jumps with your rope
 d)  Perform 5 forward lunges on each foot

 e)  Perform 10 sit ups
 f )  Perform 10 knee bends
 g)  Hop on 1 foot 20 times
 h)  Perform 10 push ups

Perform one of the skills from the list to earn a trip 
to the center of the gym to collect one card. A skill 
has to be performed for every trip made to the 
center. Do NOT take turns. Everyone should be ac-
tive at all times. Place the cards side by side inside 
your hoop in descending order from 1-10 to match 

up with each problem (1-10) on this task sheet. 
Also, write your answer in the blank space pro-
vided by each math problem. Note: all problems 
have more than one solution. Hint: J’s, Q’s, and K’s, = 
10, and Aces = 1 or 11. Jokers = anything 1-11, but 
only one Joker per team.

1. Find 2 cards with the product of 14, 18, or 22 ____________

2. Find 2 cards with the quotient of 2, 3, 4, or 6 ____________

3. Create a fraction equivalent to ½, 1/3, or ¼ ____________

4. Create a mixed number for 12/5 or 12 over 5 ____________

5. Find the sum of ¼ + ½ ____________

6. Find 3 factors of 10 ____________

7. Find the sum of ¼ + 3/8 ____________

8. Create an improper fraction for 2 ¼ ____________

9. Find 5 factors of 24 ____________

10. Create a multiplication sentence that = 
 the product of 24 ____________ 

After double-checking your answers, raise your hands and let the 
teacher know that you are ready to be checked.
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Mathletic Task Sheet D

 a)  Perform 20 jumping jacks
 b)  Jog 1 lap around the boundaries
 c)  Perform 10 jumps with your rope
 d)  Perform 5 forward lunges on each foot

 e)  Perform 10 sit ups
 f )  Perform 10 knee bends
 g)  Hop on 1 foot 20 times
 h)  Perform 10 push ups

Perform one of the skills from the list to earn a trip 
to the center of the gym to collect one card. A skill 
has to be performed for every trip made to the 
center. Do NOT take turns. Everyone should be ac-
tive at all times. Place the cards side by side inside 
your hoop in descending order from 1-10 to match 

up with each problem (1-10) on this task sheet. 
Also, write your answer in the blank space pro-
vided by each math problem. Note: all problems 
have more than one solution. Hint: J’s, Q’s, and K’s, = 
10, and Aces = 1 or 11. Jokers = anything 1-11, but 
only one Joker per team.

1. Find 3 factors of 12 ____________

2. Find 2 cards that have a quotient of 2, 3, or 4 ____________

3. What is ¼ of 36? ____________

4. Create a division sentence that = the quotient of 3 ____________

5. Create an improper fraction for 2 ¼ using 2 cards ____________

6. Find the difference of 5/8 – ¼ ____________

7. Create an addition problem with a 3-digit sum ____________

8. Create a mixed number for 22/3 or 22 over 3 ____________

9. What is the product of 3 x 4 x 5 ____________

10. Create a multiplication sentence where the
 product is 33, 48, 54, 63, or 72 ____________ 

After double-checking your answers, raise your hands and let the 
teacher know that you are ready to be checked.
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Rampage — 2–8
Objective:  Students will practice and improve 
rolling for accuracy, spatial awareness, teamwork 
and defensive strategy in the non-stop, high-ener-
gy game of Rampage. 

Equipment:   (Needs are based on a class of 60)
 � Gator Skin Super 70 balls (60 or one per student; 

A Super 70 ball is a 2.75” ball that is approxi-
mately the size of a baseball; colored or num-
bered wiffle balls or other foam-like balls may 
be substituted).

 � Dome or half cones (60 or one per student; A 
dome cone is 7 – ¾” in diameter, 2” in height 
plastic cone, with a 2 – ¼” diameter hole on top).

 � Gatorskin balls (50-100 of the 6” to 8” balls)

 � Optional idea: Provide wristbands or jerseys for 
any students who may not get a ball and cone. 
For example, if 12 players do not get a ball and 
cone then provide six players with six red wrist-
bands and six players with blue wristbands-col-
ors may vary

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place all of 
the Gatorskin balls in the center of the play area. 
Place half of the Super 70 balls and cones on one 
side of the gym and half of the balls and cones 
on the opposite side of the gym. When students 
arrive, divide the class into two teams and send 
them to opposite sides of the gym to get a Super 
70 ball and a cone and sit down in personal space 
to await further instructions. Note: provide wrist-
bands or jerseys for those students who do not get 
a ball and cone. The object of the game is to be-
come the “Rampage Team Champions” by having 
the most cones on your team’s side by the end of 
each round and/or becoming the “Rampage In-
dividual Champion” by being the player(s) who 
personally earns the most individual cones. Note: 
the term “cone” will be referred to as a cone with a 

ball on top of the cone. A cone can be taken to each 
teams’ side by knocking the balls off of the oppos-
ing teams’ cones. Provide a 10-second countdown 
for players to quickly determine the best spot to 
place their cones and balls. 

To Begin: players must choose and implement 
one or more of the following strategies to help 
them succeed during the game: Players have the 
choice of…

1. Playing defense by constantly guarding their 
own cones from the opponents’ rolled balls.

2. Leaving their cone to get Gatorskin balls to try 
and earn another cone by rolling and knock-
ing an opponent’s ball off of their cone. Players 
must remember that they are taking a chance 
by leaving their cones unguarded and as easy 
targets. 

3. Partnering up with one teammate to try and 
earn as many cones for your group. This strate-
gy has the potential of allowing one partner to 
stay back and guard the cones, while allowing 
the other partner the opportunity to go and 
try to earn additional cones.

Note of instruction for those players who may 
have started the game without a ball and cone: 
instruct players who are wearing wristbands to get 
Gatorskin balls and try to earn their own cones be-
fore attempting to implement the above strategies. 

Players must stand to guard their cones and may 
block the opponents’ rolled balls with hands and 
feet, but may not kick the balls. All balls must be 
placed on top of the cone and not under the cone 
or wedged into the hole of the cone. Players may 
not touch their cone while guarding it (See Figure 
29). Players wanting to earn cones may not cross 
the midline when rolling balls. All players knock-
ing a ball off a cone are allowed to cross the mid-
line to claim that cone. Players on the same side 
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should be careful not to knock the balls off of their 
own teammate’s cones. Resetting a ball, whether 
the ball was knocked off by an opponent or ac-
cidentally knocked off, is illegal. Anyone violating 
this rule will be given a 2-minute timeout with 
the next infraction resulting in a disqualification 
for that team. The cone and ball must be left for 
an opponent to claim. Note: instruct players to 
play “Rock, Paper, Scissors”, if two players claim they 
earned a particular cone. 

End each round every 5-10 minutes, and declare 
the player(s) who earned the most cones the 
“Rampage Individual Champion(s)” and the side 
with the most overall cones the “Rampage Team 
Champions” for that round. Start a new round 
once the winners have been declared and every-
one gets one cone and ball. Note: if wristbands 
were used then allow those players to switch with 
their teammates. Also, allow players the opportunity 
to reposition their cones anywhere within the gym 
boundaries before starting each round.

Rules and Safety:  
1. Players must stand to guard their cones and 

may block the opponents’ rolled balls with 
hands and feet, but may not kick the balls. 

2. All balls must be placed on top of the cone 
and not under the cone or wedged into the 
hole of the cone. 

3. Players may not touch their cone while 
guarding the cone. 

4. Players wanting to earn cones may not 
cross the midline when rolling balls. 

5. All players knocking a ball off a cone are 
allowed to cross the midline to claim that 
cone.

6. Players on the same side should be care-
ful not to knock the balls off of their team-
mates’ cones. 

7. Resetting a ball, whether the ball was 
knocked off by an opponent or accidental-
ly knocked off, is illegal. The cone and ball 
must be left for an opponent to claim.

Variations:  
1. Allow players to throw the Gatorskin balls.

2. Allow more than 2 players the ability to 
team up and protect each other’s cones.

Figure 29:  Players guarding their cones
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Roll with It — K–5
Objective:  Students will practice and reinforce 
number recognition, number comparisons, and be 
able to recognize the differences between greater 
than, less than, more, less, high, low, and equal to 
through the thrilling game of Roll with It.

Equipment: 
 � Foam dice (30-40 or two different colored dice 

per hoop that is on the midline)

 � Hula Hoops (15-20 on the midline plus one in 
opposing corners. Note: remove a few hoops 
and dice for smaller classes, especially if it ap-
pears that some students are at hoops by them-
selves waiting for long periods of time)

 � Two buckets or pop up hampers with an equal 
amount of sticks (200+ sticks; add more sticks to 
increase the duration of the game)

 � Traffic cones (2)

 � Optional: wristbands or jerseys to designate 
each team

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place all but 
two hoops, side by side, on the midline with two 
different colored dice inside each hoop. Next, 
place one bucket of sticks at opposing corners 
along with one hoop in each of the two remain-
ing corners of the gym. Finally, place one cone at 
opposite ends of the midline (see diagram for set 
up). The object of the game is to win more sticks 
than the opposing team. 

To Begin: divide the class into two teams and 
send each team to opposite sides of the gym to sit 
down and await further instructions. On the signal 
“go,” each player will go meet at any of the cen-
ter hoops to face-off against one of the opposing 
team’s players (See Figures 30 and 31). Note: some 
players may have to wait a few seconds if all hoops 
are occupied. A “face-off” is when two players meet 
at a hoop with each player picking up a die and 

rolling the die inside the hoop to determine who 
has the highest number. 

All players with the greater number will get one 
stick from their team’s bucket and place it inside 
their team’s hoop located in the other corner. The 
player with the lower of the two numbers rolled 
must go to a traffic cone and skip, jog, gallop, etc., 
one lap around the gym back to the that cone 
before being allowed to face off against anoth-
er player. Note: make sure to leave the dice inside 
each hoop. Players who face off and roll the same 
number (equal to) are both considered winners 
and get one stick from their team’s bucket. Teams 
will continue this process the entire class and the 
game is over and a team is declared the winners if 

Figure 30:  Facing-off with a friend

Figure 31:  Facing-off at a hoop
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the following situation occurs:

1. A team wins all of their sticks from their bucket. 

2. One team has more sticks than the opposing 
team when the teacher stops the game after 
10-20 minutes. 

Clean up by performing a 10-second count down 
while students return the sticks to their team’s 
bucket before starting a new round.

Rules and Safety:  
1. All players with the greater number pick 

up one stick from their team’s bucket and 
place it inside their team’s hoop located in 
the other corner.

2. Each player with the lower of the two num-
bers rolled must skip or jog one lap around 
the gym before being allowed to face off 
against another player.

3. Players must clearly drop their die and may 
not touch or alter the number in anyway 
once it is rolled.

4. Players who face off and roll the same num-
ber are considered winners and get one 
stick from the other team’s bucket.

5. The opposing team will be awarded an au-
tomatic win if any player is caught taking 
more than one stick at a time.

Variations:
1. Introduce or reinforce the terminology that 

is implemented in each grade level. Replace 
the use of “high” and “low” numbers with 
“greater than” and “less than” or “more” and 
“less.” Post a number line on the wall to help 
the younger students visualize that the num-
ber 5 is further down the number line than 
the number 2. Therefore, 6 is higher than 2 

Roll with It • Diagram
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and/or 2 is lower than 5.

2. Instruct 2nd – 5th graders to create and state 
the math sentence with the numbers rolled 
inside their hoop. For example, “6 is greater 
than 3” or “3 is less than 6”, or “2 is equal to 2”. 
Increase the difficulty by having them create 
and state math sentences such as, “5 is 3 more 
than 2,” or “4 is 2 less than 6.” 

3. Place four dice in each hoop. For example, two 
dice are green and two dice are white. The 
combination of adding two dice will allow for 
larger numbers to be created.

4. Switch up the rule for how players win. For 
example, the lowest number rolled wins. Cre-
ate new skills to be performed for the losing 
players.

Scarf Unit — K–2
Objective:  Students will explore the various ways 
to develop and improve manipulation skills such 
as visual tracking, accuracy, control, throwing, 
catching, right- and left-handed manipulation, 
and socialization skills through the use of juggling 
scarves.

Equipment: 
 � One nylon juggling scarf per student; Music 

works great as well

Procedure:  Instruct students to sit down in 
personal space. Give each child one scarf. Note: 
remind each student that failure to hold the scarf 
when the teacher is talking will result in it being 
taken away! Choose the ideas from the following 
activities that will work best for you. This list is not 
exhaustive. Feel free to add or eliminate ideas to 
meet the class objective.

Individual Activities 

Single Skills:
1. Throw the scarf up and keep it from hitting the 

ground:
• While sitting down 
• While lying on your back
• While standing 

2. Now stand up and throw the scarf up as high 

as you can. How low or close to the ground 
can you let the scarf get before catching it? 

•  Try catching at a medium or high level
•  How many jumping jacks (or any other 

activity) can you do before the scarf hits 
the ground? 

3. Toss the scarf with your right hand and catch it 
with your left hand…..and visa versa.

4. Throw the scarf under your leg and then catch 
it (See Figure 32). 

5. Throw the scarf behind your back with one 
hand and catch with the other hand.

6. Throw the scarf up and catch it behind your 
back.

Figure 32:  Under leg throw and catch
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7. Throw the scarf up and keep it up by blowing 

it up (See Figure 33).

8. Throw the scarf up, spin around, and then 
catch it.

• Throw, clap, catch 
• Throw, touch the floor, catch
• Invent your own toss and catch, and then 

show someone  

9. Toss and catch the scarf and keep it from hit-
ting the ground or anyone else, while moving 
around the room.

• Try tossing and catching the scarf while 
hopping, jumping, galloping, skipping, etc.

10. Toss the scarf up and catch it on:
 • Your finger • Your shoulder
 • Your nose • Your head
 • Your knee • Your toes
 • Your elbow • Your shin
 • Your belly • Your calf
 • Your back • Your heel
 • The back of your head

11. Wave your scarf around and dance or move 
to the beat of the music. Hint: pick a fun song 
like Dueling Banjos by Arthur “Guitar Boogie” 
Smith and make up movements to the banjo 
#1 beat and instruct the students to copy your 
movements on the banjo #2 beat.

12. Now invent your own scarf trick and show 
someone.

13. Game: Keep your scarf up, while trying to 
knock other player’s scarves to the ground. 
Any scarf touching the ground results in 10 
jumping jacks before being allowed to pick 
the scarf up again.

14. Game: tuck one or two scarves inside your 
side pocket(s) or at your hips. Make sure most 
of the scarf is visible. Now play Grab the Flag 
and move around the play area pulling and 
dropping other player’s flags while trying to 
avoid letting them pull your flag. If your flag is 
pulled, pick up your flag and go do 10 jump-
ing jacks (or any other exercise) outside the 
boundaries before re-entering the game.

15. Challenge: use two scarves. Note: provide 2 
scarves for each student, and teach beginning 
juggling. Go to www.google.com and search 
“how to juggle” for ideas/methods on juggling.

• Implement any of the previous skills with 
the challenge of using two scarves.

• Add a third scarf if you have the patience!   

16. Free time, practicing previously learned skills 
with the scarf. 

Partner Skills:  (instruct students to partner up 
and sit down to await further instructions)

1. Each partner throw your scarf at the same 
time and catch your partner’s scarf. Get farther 
apart as you make successful catches.

• Pass both scarves back and forth as fast as 
you can for a speed test.

2. Now lie down on your backs. Throw your scarf 
to your partner and keep the scarf from touch-
ing the floor.  

3. Stand back to back and without turning 
around, toss your scarf for your partner to 
catch (See Figure 34).

Figure 33:  Blowing it up
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4. When I turn on the music, play “Follow the 
Leader” and whatever trick the leader per-
forms with the scarf, the follower must per-
form. Now switch positions.

5. With your partner, invent your own scarf trick 
and show someone.

6. Free time, practicing previously learned skills 
with the scarf.

Figure 34:  Back to back partner catch

Scrabblistic Unit — 3–8
Objective:  Challenge students’ throwing accuracy 
and spelling skills through the hair-raising game 
of Scrabblistic. In Scrabblistic, students must score 
points in order to earn scrabble tiles, and in turn, 
stretch the student’s minds by providing multiple 
opportunities to recall and practice spelling words. 
The combination of spelling fundamentals, exer-
cise, memorization, and teamwork forces players to 
strategize while constantly earning tiles in order to 
spell words and earn as many points as possible..

Equipment:  (Needs are based on a class of 56 
students)

 � Scrabble tile sets (2-4; Scrabble tile sets are rec-
ommended for their durability. Note: before pur-
chasing sets, I recommend asking colleagues and 
friends to donate any Scrabble games that they 
may have lying around their classroom or house. 
Also, consider what is in a typical Scrabble set 
to determine how many tile sets you will need 
for your classes. I recommend one set per 15-20 
students. A game of Scrabble contains 100 letter 
tiles (see Crack the Code for the complete letter 
tile distribution).

 � Gatorskin balls (30+ of the 6” to 8” balls; the 
more the better)

 � Hula hoops (4)

 � 5-gallon buckets or pop up hampers (2) 

 � Trashcans, barrels, or storage bins (4)

 � Basketball goals (2 if available; set between 8’ to 
10’)

 � Optional: consider making alphabet sets on in-
dex cards, printing and laminating sets of letters 
or utilizing pre-printed alphabet cards or teach-
ing tools.

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place all Gator-
skin balls in the center of the gym and one trashcan 
in each corner of the gym. Next, place one 5-gal-
lon bucket containing half of the Scrabble tiles at 
the center of the sideline and the other 5-gallon 
bucket containing the remaining Scrabble tiles 
at the opposite center sideline. Finally, place two 
hoops at one end of the gym and two hoops on 
the opposite end of the gym (see diagram for set 
up). The object of the game is for each team to 
throw balls to score as many goals as possible in 
order to earn Scrabble tiles. Their intentions are to 
create more words than the opposing team. 

Divide the class into two teams and send each team 
to opposite sides of the gym to sit down and await 
further instructions. Provide a brief explanation 
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of the Scorer and Speller positions (described be-
low), informing students that they can choose and 
change positions at any time during the game. 

To Begin: on the teacher’s signal, “Scorers” will 
begin throwing the Gatorskin balls, trying to 
score them into the basketball goal or corner 
trash cans located on the opposite end of the 
gym. Scorers may not cross the midline to roll or 
throw balls. All Scorers who make a shot into the 
trash can are allowed to take one Scrabble tile 
from either 5-gallon bucket located on the side-
lines to take back and place inside their team’s 
hoops. All Scorers who make a shot into the bas-
ketball goal are allowed to take two Scrabble 
tiles from either bucket. Note: encourage Scorers 
to get the scored balls out of the trash cans before 
getting the Scrabble tiles. Scorers may also catch 
thrown balls from the opposing team’s Scor-
ers. Note: Scorers must stay within the boundar-
ies and may not cross the sidelines or end lines to 
catch a thrown ball, especially where the trash cans 
are located. After each catch, Scorers who catch 
a ball must immediately take the Scrabble tile 
earned from either 5-gallon bucket located on 
the sidelines to take back and place inside their 
team’s hoops. “Spellers” are any players who cre-
ate words with the Scrabble tiles stored in their 
team’s hoops (See Figure 35). Spellers may work 
by themselves or collaborate with other Spellers 
to create words. Note: encourage Spellers to com-
municate with Scorers to collect specific letters in 
order to quickly complete desired words.

The key to a teams’ success is to utilize the most let-
ters in order to create the most words (one point 
is earned for every letter in every word that each 
team creates). Note: all words chosen to be spelled 
must contain 4 or more letters and, blank tiles can 
represent any letter. For example, the word “jump” 
would earn a team four points. Bonus: double 

points will be awarded for words that contain sev-
en or more letters. For example, the seven letter 
word “fitness” would earn a team 14 points. Spell-
ers may also have to protect the spelled words 
in their team’s hoop from any stray balls coming 
from the opponent’s side. Spellers may remove 
letters from one hoop in order to complete a word 
at another hoop. Spellers may also change or add 
to words to increase the point value.

A signal will be given at the end of class to stop 
the game. The teacher and/or students assigned 
by the teacher will then count one point for every 

letter in each word correctly spelled inside their 
team’s hoop. Any unused letters inside a team’s 
hoop will not be scored. Remind counters to re-
member double points for the bonus words. The 
team with the highest score will be declared the 
“Scrabblistic Champions.”

Rules and Safety:
1. All Scorers who make a shot into the trash can 

are allowed to take one Scrabble tile and Scor-
ers who make a shot into the basketball goal 
are allowed to take two Scrabble tiles.

2. Scorers may not cross the midline to roll or 
throw balls. Balls may not be thrown at other 
players or at anything other than the basket-

Figure 35:  Spelling words
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ball goal and trash cans.

3. Scorers who catch a ball are allowed to take one 
Scrabble tile(s) from either 5-gallon bucket.   

4. Scorers must stay within the boundaries to 
catch a thrown ball.

5. All words chosen to be spelled must contain 4 
or more letters. No proper nouns may be used 
such as Matt, Sara, etc. The teacher may offer 
guidance for any misspelled words or suggest 
that the team pick a new word to spell.

6. Each letter in a word equals one point. Double 
points will be awarded for words that contain 
seven or more letters. 

7. Spellers may remove letters from one hoop in 
order to complete a word at another hoop. 

8. Spellers may also change or add to words to 
increase the point value. 

9. Two words will be removed from a team’s 

hoop if any player is caught taking more than 
the designated amount of Scrabble tiles from 
a bucket.

Variations: 
1. Vary difficulty by utilizing different sized tar-

gets at various distances. Add more trash cans 
to each side.

2. Increase or decrease the number of letters a 
Scorer may earn after scoring a goal or trash can.

3. Use the actual Scrabble scoring system. Play-
ers will add up the points labeled on each 
Scrabble letter tile.

4. Allow Scorers to take one or more Scrabble 
tiles from the opposing team’s hoops if a ball 
is caught.

5. Create predetermined word lists to reinforce 
the learning and spelling of Grade-level 
words.

Scrabblistic • Diagram

= Bucket of tiles = Hoops = Balls= Trash can or
     basket
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Smack Down — 2–8

Objective:  Smack Down reinforces throwing for 
accuracy and forces students to think about strate-
gy, while employing teamwork in order to succeed.

Equipment:   (Needs are based on a class of 48)
 � Noodles pieces (50-100). Create mini noodles 

by cutting long aqua foam noodles into 1- or 
2-inch pieces--an electric carving knife works 
best). Create mini-noodles by recycling used 
swim noodles. Foam building blocks may be 
substituted.

 � Large storage bin (1; for storing noodle pieces)

 � Hula-hoops (1 per team)

 � Gator Skin Super 70 balls (three of each color 
per team; for example, 3 red, 3 blue, 3 green, 3 
orange, 3 purple, or 3 yellow per team

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place the con-
tainer of mini-noodle pieces in the center of the 
play area. When classes arrive, instruct students 
to get into groups of eight. Give each team one 
hula hoop, three mini-noodles (blocks), and set 
of three balls, and have them sit down with their 
group to await further instructions. The object of 
the game is to destroy the opposing teams’ tow-
ers while having the tallest tower (or most blocks) 
standing at the end of each round. 

Provide a brief explanation of the Builder, Protec-
tor, and Destroyer positions (described below), 
informing students that they can choose and 
change any position at any time during the game. 
Also, provide one minute for each group to quick-
ly brainstorm and strategize the best spot to place 
their team’s hula hoop, tower, and balls. 

To Begin: on the teacher’s signal, players can 
choose to play any of the following positions: 1. 
“Builders” are any players who choose to help 

build and rebuild their team’s tower by keeping 
their team’s blocks stacked on top of each other. 
Builders must stay aware of the fact that their tow-
er will probably be under constant attack during 
the game. Note: help teams realize that they must 
be careful when stacking the blocks because most 
blocks differ in shape and width, which may cause 
the tower to become unsteady and fall. Teams must 
stop building when the designated time limit 
has expired or the signal is given by the teacher 
to stop. Note: a destroyed tower can be rebuilt at 
anytime during the game. 2. “Destroyers” are any 
players who roll or throw their team’s balls with 
the intent to destroy or knock down the oppos-
ing teams’ towers. A throw begins by standing 
inside the team’s hoop to advance their team’s 
ball to another Destroyer teammate(s) down the 
court. Once a ball is caught by a teammate, he or 
she may not advance or move towards another 
team’s hoop, but may rotate and toss it to his or 
her teammate(s) waiting further down the court 
(See Figure 36). Destroyers may also travel inside 
and outside the boundaries to throw balls. All 
balls that are dropped or contact the floor, even 
after destroying a tower, must be foot-dribbled 
and entered into the team’s hoop before being 
reentered into the game. Destroyers, at any time, 
can attempt to throw the ball and destroy an op-
ponent’s tower as long as they do not touch the 
Protectors or the Protector’s hoop. Note: encour-
age students to think of strategies to better assist 
them in destroying a team’s tower. Also, provide 
an opportunity for students to tell others some of 
their successful “knock down” strategies. Only the 
Destroyers who throw the ball and knock down 
a tower, causing the tower to fall to the ground, 
are allowed to take one of that team’s blocks back 
to add to their own team’s tower. Note: Destroy-
ers cannot throw balls at a team’s tower if that team 
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is down to their last block. 3. “Protectors” are any 
players who choose to do whatever it takes to de-
fend their team’s tower from the destroyers’ rolled 
or thrown balls. Protectors must clearly stand on 
the outside of their team’s hoop to protect their 
tower (See Figure 37). Protectors may only block 
balls and cannot physically touch an opponent.

A team may re-earn blocks if their team has less 
than three blocks. Teams must keep in mind the 
following rules when attempting to re-earn a 
block for their team: 

1. All members of a team must hold hands and 
circle up around their team’s hoop. 

2. Once connected, all members must sing aloud, 
“Ring around the Rosie, pocket full of posies, 
ashes, ashes, we all fall down” (See Figure 38). 

Occasionally, implement other songs such as 
“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”, Mary had a little 
lamb”, or “Old McDonald”.

3. Each team, after singing the song, is allowed 
to go and get a total of one block to take back 
to their team’s hoop. Repeat the same process 
in order to earn another block. 

4. A team with at least three blocks is not allowed 
to re-earn more blocks.

The teacher, upon stopping the game, will quickly 
travel from hoop to hoop determining which team 
has the most blocks in their tower. Note: all blocks 
not stacked in the tower will not be counted in the 
overall total. Clean up and start a new round once 
a team has been declared a winner. Each team 
helps clean up by returning all but three blocks to 
the container and placing all three balls back into 
their team’s hoop. Note: allow each team the op-
portunity to reposition their team’s hoop anywhere 
within the gym boundaries.

Rules and Safety:
1. Teams at anytime may begin construction of 

their tower by stacking each building block. A 
destroyed tower can be rebuilt at anytime dur-
ing the game.

Figure 36:  Destroyers throwing to a teammate

Figure 38:  A team re-earning a block

Figure 37:  Protecting the tower from a Destroyer
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2. A throw must begin from inside the team’s 

hoop to advance a ball to a teammate. Any 
player catching a ball may not advance or 
move towards another team’s hoop. 

3. Destroyers may travel inside and outside the 
boundaries to throw balls. 

4. All balls that are dropped or contact the floor 
must be foot-dribbled and entered into the 
team’s hoop before being reentered into the 
game. 

5. Destroyers can attempt to throw the ball and 
destroy an opponent’s tower as long as they 
do not touch the Protectors or the Protectors 
hoop. 

6. Destroyers who knock down a tower are al-
lowed to take one of that team’s blocks back 
to add to their team’s tower. Destroyers can-
not throw balls at a team’s tower if that team is 
down to their last block.

7. Protectors must clearly stand on the outside of 
their team’s hoop to protect their tower. Pro-
tectors may only block balls and cannot physi-
cally touch an opponent.

8. A team may re-earn blocks if their team has 
less than three blocks (see rules above).

9. Teams must stop building when the designat-
ed time limit has expired or the signal is given 
by the teacher to stop.

10. The teacher will travel from hoop to hoop 
counting each team’s blocks to determine 
which team has the most blocks. All blocks not 
stacked in the tower will not be counted in the 
overall total.

Variations:
1. Increase or decrease the size of each group 

based on class size. 

2. Create a different method for re-earning 
blocks.

3. Allow teams to collect more than one block at 
a time. This will greatly increase the size and 
structure of the buildings being created.

4. Emphasize more strategy by allowing teams 
to form alliances with other teams. Discussing 
or demonstrating what an alliance is may be 
necessary.

5. Increase cardiovascular fitness by increasing 
the boundaries or playing the game outside.

Snack Attack — K–3
Objective:  Snack Attack is a high-energy move-
ment based tag game designed to address and 
reinforce the importance of exercising and eating 
healthy snacks on a daily basis

Equipment:   
 � Healthy Snacks Food Set (1 set includes 18 piec-

es; substitute fruit and vegetables with various 
colored beanbags or pictures).

 � Whole swim noodles cut in half (3-5 half–size 
noodles; each noodle can represent some type 

of unhealthy snack. For example, a soft drink, ice 
cream, snack cake, cookies, and candy).

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place one cone 
at opposite ends of the midline. The object of 
the game is to be as healthy and fit as possible by 
avoiding too much unhealthy junk food. 

To Begin: instruct the class to sit down in personal 
space within the 10-second countdown and await 
further instructions. Hand out one of each of the 
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healthy snacks to players who are sitting quietly. 
These players will represent “Healthy Snacks.” 
Hand out the 3-5 swim noodles as well. These play-
ers will represent “Unhealthy Snacks” or junk 
food. All other players will represent “Healthy 
Kids.”  On the signal “go,” all players will begin 
traveling within general space by performing a 
pre-determined locomotor movement. Note: the 
teacher can change the locomotor movement ev-
ery few minutes. The Unhealthy Snacks will travel 
around, continually tagging as many of the Healthy 
Kids as possible below the waist. All Healthy Kids 
who are tagged must stop and begin slowly wav-
ing their arms back and forth to indicate they are in 
need of help. Note: instruct students to move slowly 
because a Healthy Kid who consumes too much sug-
ar will eventually cause drowsiness, fatigue, and in-
crease the fat levels in the body. All Healthy Snacks 
must travel around looking for Healthy Kids who 
have been tagged by an Unhealthy Snack (See 
Figure 39). The Healthy Snacks free the Healthy 
Kids by giving them their healthy snack and stat-
ing that “a _______ is a healthy snack.” For example, 
a Healthy Snack player carrying a strawberry will 
hand the tagged player the strawberry and state, “a 
strawberry is a healthy snack” (See Figure 40). The 
Healthy Snack player now becomes a Healthy Kid 
and gets to travel around the play area avoiding the 
Unhealthy Snacks. The player receiving the straw-
berry becomes a Healthy Snack player, but first has 
to go to one of the two cones and travel a half lap 
before going to free someone else who has been 
tagged. Note: the new Healthy Snack players must 
jog a half lap because combining exercise and eating 
healthy snacks will build a strong and healthy body. 
Continue the game and stop every 5-10 minutes 
to pick new Unhealthy Snack taggers. Note: see the 
Variations below for a list of sugar-related informa-
tion that can be interjected before, during, and at the 
debriefing stage of class.     

Rules and Safety:  
1. All players must perform the locomotor move-

ment prescribed by the teacher.

2. The Unhealthy Snacks must tag players below 
the waist.

3. All Healthy Kids who are tagged must freeze 
and begin slowly waving their arms back and 
forth.

4. The Healthy Snacks can only free the Healthy 
Kids by giving them their healthy snack and 
stating that “a _______ is a healthy snack.”

5. A freed Healthy Snack player must first go to 
one of the two cones and travel a half lap be-
fore going to free someone else who has been 
tagged.

Figure 39:  A Healthy Kid who was tagged

Figure 40:  Freeing a tagged player with a healthy snack
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Variations:
1. Below is a brief list of ways sugar can affect 

your health. I recommend interjecting some 
of this information before, during, and at the 
debriefing stage of class. Source: www.nancy-
appleton.com

• Sugar can contribute to hyperactivity, anx-
iety, concentration difficulties, and cranki-
ness in children.

• Sugar can produce a significant rise in tri-
glycerides. 

• Sugar can cause drowsiness and de-
creased activity in children. 

• Sugar can reduce helpful high density 
cholesterol (HDLs). 

• Sugar can promote an elevation of harm-
ful cholesterol (LDLs).

• Sugar contributes to a weakened defense 
against bacterial infection. 

• Sugar can cause kidney damage. 

• Sugar can increase the risk of coronary 
heart disease. 

• Sugar can promote tooth decay. 

• Sugar can speed the aging process, caus-
ing wrinkles and grey hair. 

• Sugar can contribute to weight gain and 
obesity.

• Sugar can contribute to diabetes. 

• Sugar can contribute to osteoporosis. 

• Sugar can cause cardiovascular disease. 

• Sugar causes food allergies. 

• Sugar can increase the amount of fat in 
the liver. 

• Sugar can cause depression. 

2. Eliminate the half lap by creating a new fit-
ness skill to be performed once a Healthy 
Snack player has been freed.

Stick it to Ya! — 2–8
Objective:  Stick it to Ya is a fast-paced, high-ener-
gy, dice-rolling game where students will practice 
and reinforce number recognition, number com-
parisons, and subtraction problems in the attempt 
to get rid of all of their sticks.

Equipment:   
 � Hula hoops (20-30). Hula hoops can be substi-

tuted with poly spots.

 � Dice (2 different colored dice per hula hoop)

 � Bucket or pop up hamper of jumbo craft sticks 
or tongue depressor sticks (10 or more per stu-
dent as long as the number is equal)

 � Bucket or pop up hamper of wristbands or ny-
lon juggling scarves (25+ wristband/scarves; 
each will represent a 10-pointer) 

 � Optional: traffic cones (2; to designate starting 
points for jogging laps).

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, spread the hula 
hoops all over the gym with two different colored 
dice inside each hoop. Next, place one container 
of wristbands in the center of the gym along with 
the bucket of sticks (see diagram for set up). The 
object of the game is for each player to get rid of 
all of their sticks in order to earn the most wrist-
bands/scarves. 
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To Begin: hand each student 10 sticks and in-
struct them to go and sit down in personal space 
and await further instructions. On the signal “go,” 
all players, while holding their sticks, will travel to 
any hoop to have a face off against another player. 
A “face off” is when two players meet at a hoop 
to roll their die inside the hoop to determine who 
has the highest number. The player with the high-
est (or greater) number is the winner and must 
create a subtraction problem on the floor with 
both of the numbers rolled and then determine 
the answer. The answer will determine how many 
sticks the winner is allowed to give to the losing 
player. For example, if Player A rolls a 6 and Player 
B rolls a 3, then Player A must create the number 
sentence (6-3) inside the hoop to determine that 
the answer is 3. Hint: show students how to create 
a visual subtraction problem with their sticks. For 
example, a roll of five and one could be demon-
strated by placing five sticks on the ground and 
removing one stick to reveal four as the answer. 
Player A will then hand Player B four of his/her 
sticks (See Figure 41). 

Player A must go to one of the traffic cones and 
jog a total of “three” cones (because three sticks 
were given away) before going to a new hoop to 

participate in another face off. Note: jogging from 
one cone to the next cone counts as one, which is ba-
sically the same as half of a lap. Player B, after tak-
ing Player A’s three sticks, may immediately go and 
participate in another face off. Note: any exercise 
or choice of exercises can be implemented to replace 
jogging. A bonus is awarded for any players who 
face off and roll the same number (equal to) by be-
ing allowed to drop off the number of sticks at the 
bucket based on the number that was rolled. Play-
ers must keep in mind that they still have to jog 
the total number of cones based on the number 
of sticks that were dropped into the bucket. Note: 
make sure to leave the dice inside each hoop. New 
players who arrive at an occupied hoop must wait 
until the occupying players have finished their 
face off before continuing play. Players who have 
given away all 10 of their sticks have earned the 
right to go and get one wristband from the cen-
ter of the gym. Players, after getting a wristband, 
must get 10 more sticks in order to continue play-
ing the game (See Figure 42).

Note: players can give away whatever sticks they 
have left if, for example, a player wins and the sub-
traction problem produces an answer that is higher 
than the number of sticks available.  

Figure 41:  Five minus one equals four

Figure 42:  Getting a wristband and 10 more sticks
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Players will continue giving away sticks, exercis-
ing, and earning wristbands the entire class un-
til a predetermined time limit has expired or the 
class is over. The player(s) who has earned the 
most wristbands will be declared the Stick It to Ya 
Champion(s). Clean up by performing a 10-second 
count down while students return the wristbands 
to the buckets and get 10 sticks before starting a 
new round.

Rules and Safety:
1. Players must clearly drop their die and may 

not touch or alter the number in any way once 
it is rolled. Dice may not be removed from a 
hoop.

2. The player with the highest number is the win-
ner and must create a subtraction problem on 

the floor with both of the numbers rolled and 
then determine the answer. The answer will 
determine how many sticks the winner is al-
lowed to give to the losing player.

3. The winning player must jog the number of 
cones based on the number of sticks given 
away.

4. The losing player may immediately go and 
participate in another face off.

5. Players who face off and roll the same number 
are allowed to drop off the number of sticks 
at the bucket based on the number that was 
rolled. Both players must jog the number of 
laps based on the number of sticks dropped 
off at the bucket. 

6. New players who arrive at an occupied hoop 
must wait until the occupying players have 

Stick it to Ya! • Diagram
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Two Heads Are Better Than One — 2–8
Objective:  This zany, action-packed teamwork 
game reinforces spatial awareness, throwing for 
accuracy, bucket manipulation, eye-hand coordi-
nation, communication, patience, and most impor-
tantly, that “two heads are better than one.”

Equipment:   (Needs are based on a class of 60)
 � Gatorskin balls (50+ of the 6” to 8” balls; the 

more the better)

 � 5-gallon buckets or pop-up hampers (4-5 per 
team)

 � Bucket or pop up hamper of jumbo craft sticks 
or tongue depressor sticks (4; approximately 50-
100 sticks inside two buckets with the other two 
buckets remaining empty. Other items can be 
substituted to represent points if sticks are un-
available)   

 � Trashcans, barrels, or storage bins (2)

 � Traffic Cones (10-12)

 � Wristbands or jerseys (6 or 3 per team; for ex-
ample 3 red and 3 blue)

Procedure:  Before classes arrive, place all Ga-
torskin balls in the center of the gym. Place each 

trashcan upside down approximately 25-30 feet 
from the center of each end wall. Place two to 
three traffic cones on each side of the trashcans 
to create a boundary line from side wall to side 
wall. Place four of the 5-gallon buckets within the 
boundaries on each side of the gym. Finally, place 
a bucket of sticks at each side wall with an empty 
bucket adjacent to the stick bucket at its opposite 
side wall (see diagram for set up). The object of 
the game is to be the team to have earned the 
most points when the time has expired. 

Divide the class into two teams and send each 
team to opposite sides of the gym to sit down and 
await further instructions. Provide a brief explana-
tion of the Scorer, Catcher, Gatherer, Header, and 
Captain positions (described below), informing 
students that they can choose and change any 
position at any time during the game with the ex-
ception of the Captain position. 

To Begin: on the teacher’s signal, any player who 
chooses to be a “Catcher” may cross over the mid-
line and go to the opposite side of the gym to claim 
a bucket located within the coned-off boundaries. 
Each Catcher, while working with a partner, must 
help hold the bucket when trying to catch a ball. 

finished their face off before continuing play. 
There should never be more than two players 
at a time facing off at the same hoop.

7. Players who have given away all 10 of their 
sticks have earned the right to go and get one 
wristband from the center of the gym. Players, 
after getting a wristband, must get 10 more 
sticks in order to continue playing the game. 

8. Players who take more than one wristband or 
less than 10 sticks from the bucket will forfeit 
all of their wristbands for cheating.

Variations: 
1. The teacher can recognize all players by an-

nouncing the following categories that each 
player may fall under based on the number of 
sticks they earned:

• 4+ points = Stick It to Ya Champions

• 2 to 3 wristbands = Marvelous

• 1 or less wristbands = Super

Note: number requirement and achievement names 
can be altered in any way.
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Catchers must stay within the coned-off boundary 
(the space between the cones and the end wall) 
to catch a ball from one of their team’s Scorers. 
“Scorers” are players who continually throw Ga-
torskin balls, attempting to score balls into any of 
the Catcher’s buckets who are standing on the op-
posite end of the gym (See Figure 43). Scorers may 
not cross the midline to throw a ball. Note: balls 
can be caught off the wall, off a bounce, or directly 
into the bucket as long as they are caught within the 
boundaries. 

A Catcher team becomes Headers immediately 
upon catching a ball. The “Headers” will place 
their bucket on the ground, take the ball out of the 
bucket, and place the ball between their heads. 
Headers may not touch the ball with their hands 
once they begin traveling (See Figure 44). Note: 
teammates should go and become Catchers if they 
notice any buckets on the ground. 

Each team of Headers will leave the boundary area, 
attempting to transfer their ball back to their team’s 
side of the gym, to be placed on top of their team’s 
trashcan (See Figure 45). Note: a dropped ball results 
in a dead ball and cannot be picked up by the Head-
ers. A Scorer may pick up and throw the ball.

The three “Captains” for each team will be des-
ignated by a wristband. Captains may choose to 

play any position like everyone else, but unlike 
everyone else, Captains have the responsibility of 
keeping up with points. Captains must stay alert 
and watch for their team’s Headers who success-
fully place a ball on a trashcan. To earn a point, any 
Captain, who sees a ball on a trashcan, must go 

over and knock the ball off the trashcan, then go 
and get a stick out of their stick bucket, and finally 
transfer the stick to the empty bucket. “Gather-
ers” are any players who choose to cross the mid-
line and go to the opposing team’s side to gather 
balls to bring back to their team’s side. The Gath-
erer position is important, especially when there 
are not many balls available on a team’s side.

This routine continues the entire game: Scorers 
throw balls to Catchers, Headers transfer balls 
to trashcans, and Captains collect sticks to score 
points. The team that has the most sticks in their 
team’s bucket when the time expires will be de-
clared the champions for that round. Clean up and 
start a new round if time permits. Note: remind 
students that four of the five positions are available 
to anyone and that any player can change positions 
at anytime. The teacher will stop and select new 
Captains every 5-10 minutes during the game.   

Rules and Safety:
1. Scorers may not cross the midline to throw 

balls or throw balls at other players.
Figure 43:  Catchers attempting to catch a ball

Figure 44:  Headers attempting to earn a point for their team
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2. Catchers may not catch a ball without a part-
ner. Catchers must stay within the coned off 
boundary to catch a ball from one of their 
team’s Scorers.

3. Gatherers may cross the midline to go and 
retrieve balls from the opposing team’s side, 

but may not throw balls until they are back on 
their team’s side.

4. Defense is not allowed. Players may not block 
balls or interfere with or touch Headers that 
are carrying balls.

5. Headers may not pick up balls that drop from 
between their heads. The ball is dead and can 
be picked up and thrown by a Scorer.

6. Only Captains are permitted to knock balls off 
trashcans and collect points. A Captain may 
only knock one ball off a trashcan and collect 
one stick at a time. 

Variations: 
1. One Catcher is allowed to catch a ball.

2. Allow Headers the ability to use their hands 
to help hold balls between their heads (espe-
cially helpful with 2nd and 3rd Graders).

Figure 45:  Headers attempting to place a ball on a trash can

Two Heads Are Better Than One • Diagram
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What Did You Say? — 2–8

Objective:  Watch heads turn with a look saying 
“what did you say?” when you explain this unique, 
exhilarating, heart-pounding game that will blow 
their minds when teams not only must cooperate 
and strategize, but face the ultimate challenge of 
trying to succeed by only using non-verbal commu-
nication.

Equipment:   (Needs are based on 16 teams of 
three to four players per team)

 � Hula hoops (16 or one per team)

 � Jump Ropes or speed ropes (16 or one per team)

 � Large Face Playing Cards (5-6; add more decks 
for classes of 70 or greater)

Scenario:  An evil witch has placed a spell on the 
entire town of Moofaloo. While looking in her book 
of spells, the witch realized that in order to cast 
the spell, she had to provide a potion to break the 
spell. So, to confuse the town’s people, the witch 
spread parts of the recipe to the potion needed to 
break the spell all over town. The witch also spread 
other recipes all over town to make it even harder 
to find the correct potion. The town’s people are 
terrified of this horrible spell and don’t know what 
to do. Although seemingly impossible, the town’s 
people must collaborate and form search parties 
to seek out and find the correct recipe to the po-
tion to break the horrible spell. Note: do not reveal 
the conditions of the witch’s spell until after explain-
ing all of the procedures.    

Procedure:
Spread out 16 hula hoops within the gym bound-
aries. Next, place one jump rope inside each hula 
hoop. Finally, scatter all of the decks of cards (face 
down) on the floor in the center of the gym (see 
Mathletics diagram for setup). The object of the 
game is for each team to find and collect all of the 

recipe pages necessary to create the potion for 
breaking the witch’s spell.  

To Begin: instruct students to get into groups of 
three/four and to sit beside a hoop to await fur-
ther instructions. Read the scenario and explain 
that each team must work together to seek out 
and collect all of the pages of the recipe to break 
the horrible spell. All of the cards, scattered face 
down in the center of the gym represent the “pag-
es” of the recipe book. First, explain that the spell 
can only be broken by finding all of the pages to 
one of the following recipes. Note: choose one of 
the following requirements (or recipe) to be com-
pleted during the first round. Choose a new re-
quirement each succeeding round:

1. Find four different cards, but four of each of 
those cards with a total of 16 cards. For ex-
ample, a team could win with four aces, twos, 
fives, and eights.

2. Find three different cards, but five of each of 
those cards with a total of 15 cards.

3. Find five different cards, three of each of those 
cards with a total of 15 cards.

4. Find six different cards, three of each of those 
cards with a total of 18 cards.

5. Find eight different cards, but two of each of 
those cards with a total of 16 cards.

6. Or, make up your own unique requirement.

For example, to start working on requirement # 
1 above, all players must earn the right to take a 
trip to the center of the gym each time they want 
to go turn over up to two cards (recipe pages) or 
they want to return up to two unwanted cards. A 
trip to the center to turn over or return unwanted 
cards is earned by either jumping a rope 10 times 
or by jogging one complete lap around the gym. 
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Note: other exercises or skills can be substituted at 
any time by the teacher. Players, upon turning over 
their two cards, may choose to take one or both 
cards back to their team’s hoop. Note: remind 
students to always turn over all unwanted cards to 
their original face down position because leaving 
them face up may assist other teams. As teammates 
begin collecting cards, they must gather at their 
hoop (at a time of their choice) and collaborate 
by selecting at least four different cards for which 
they want to find matches. Again, for this round 
they must choose four different cards, but four 
of each of those cards with a total of 16 cards. An 
important rule that must be followed is that at no 
time can a team have more than 16 cards inside of 
their hoop (for requirement # 1). Teammates, af-
ter earning a right to make a trip, must remember 
to return unwanted cards (up to two at a time) to 
the center of the gym so as not to exceed the 16 
card limit. Note: this rule violation will result in the 
teacher returning one set of matches to the center. 
Teams may walk around to see what cards other 
teams have chosen as their matches. This informa-
tion may be crucial when deciding on which four 
different cards to select or if card changes need to 
be made. 

Now, for the head turning, “what did you say,” 
part of the game. After explaining all of the pro-
cedures, reveal the conditions of the witch’s hor-
rible spell. The spell has completely removed all 
speech, noise, and any form of verbal communica-
tion from the people of Moofaloo. Only non-ver-
bal communication can be made once the game 
begins. Note: this rule violation will result in a two-
minute penalty for any form of verbal communica-
tion and a disqualification for any violation thereaf-
ter. It is fun watching students develop different 
strategies such as:
• Hanging out in the center to observe other 

teams flipping cards until they see cards they 
need. 

• A teammate flashing cards back to their team’s 
hoop to get visual feedback.

Watch all teams scream in relief once the first 
team to find four different cards with their match-
es equaling 16 cards is given credit for breaking 
the witch’s spell. Return the cards to the center, 
choose a new requirement to be met, and start a 
new round.

Rules and Safety:
1. Players must earn the right to make a trip to 

the center of the gym each time they want to 
turn over up to two cards.

2. A trip to the center, to turn over or return un-
wanted cards, is earned by either jumping a 
rope 10 times or by jogging one complete lap 
around the gym.

3. Teams may walk around to observe what cards 
other teams have chosen as their matches.

4. Players must always turn over all unwanted 
cards to their original face down position. 

5. Unwanted cards must be returned so as not 
to exceed the requirement number chosen for 
that round. This rule violation will result in the 
teacher returning one set of matches to the 
center.

Only non-verbal communication can be made 
once the game begins. This rule violation will re-
sult in a two-minute penalty for any form of verbal 
communication and a disqualification for any vio-
lation thereafter. 

Variations: 
1. Replace the decks of cards with the Food 

Court Frenzy cards to be the “ingredients” for 
the potion.

2. Allow players to turn over more or less than 
two cards at time.
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What Lies Beneath? — 2–8

Objective:  Students will work together to de-
termine what lies beneath the poly spots in order 
to find all 14 matches necessary to win the game. 
What Lies Beneath incorporates and reinforces fit-
ness, perseverance, memorization, and subtraction 
skills

Equipment:   (Needs are based on a class of 54)
 � Large Face Playing Cards (1 deck; there are 52 

playing cards plus 2 jokers per deck)

 � 5” or 9” Spectrum Poly Markers or Spots (40)

 � Hula Hoops (14)

Procedure:   Before classes arrive, place all 14 
hula hoops on the ground around the perimeter 
of the gym.  Next, select one ace, two, three, four, 
five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, jack, queen, king, 
and joker from the deck of cards. Note: the 14 cards 
chosen do not have to be of any particular suit. Ran-
domly place one of the 14 cards (face-up) in each 
of the 14 hula hoops. Spread out the remaining 
40 cards from the deck inside the perimeter of the 
gym. Finally, place one poly spot over each of the 
40 cards (see diagram for set up). The object of 
the game is to be the first team to travel through 
all 14 hula hoops by locating the matching card 
inside each hoop. Note: the game is similar to the 
card game of Concentration with lots of twists. 

Instruct students to get into groups of three or 
four and send each team to a hula hoop until there 
is one group at each of the 14 hoops. Explain that 
each of the 14 hula hoops has one of the follow-
ing cards; an ace, two, three, four, five, six, seven, 
eight, nine, ten, jack, queen, king, or joker. Note: 
make sure students understand that each hoop con-
tains a different card. 

To Begin: each team will start at their hoop and 
look to see what card is in their hoop. Teammates 

will then proceed by traveling together to locate 
the card that matches the card inside the hoop. 
Each team will try to find a match by selecting 
and lifting up one poly spot to see what lies be-
neath. For example, one group will start at a hoop 
that contains an ace. Their goal is to find one of 
the three matching aces from under one of the 40 
poly spots. Each team, once a match is achieved, 
will be allowed to advance counterclockwise or 
clockwise (to be determined beforehand by the 
teacher) one hoop to continue finding new match-
es. Note: make sure each team always replaces the 
card under the poly spot before rotating to the next 
hoop. The following procedures must be followed 
if a team uncovers a card and it does not match 
the card inside their hoop:

1. Create a subtraction problem with both cards 
to determine the sum. Students must keep in 
mind that aces equal 1, cards 2-10 represent 
their face value and J’s, Q’s, K’s, and Jokers equal 
10.  For example, the card inside the hoop is a 
5 and the card uncovered is a 9, so the subtrac-
tion problem created will be (9 - 5 = 4). 

• If for example the card inside the hoop is a 
King and the card uncovered is a 10 (10 – 
10 = 0) means that although there was no 
match, no exercises have to be performed 
either and the team can move on to anoth-
er spot. 

• Now the team who uncovered the wrong 
number must replace the card under the 
poly spot and choose an exercise from the 
list (written on chalkboard/dry erase board 
or taped to the wall) and perform 4 of the 
exercise chosen (See Figure 46). Note: the 
team will do 4 of an exercise because the sum 
of their subtraction problem is 4. Some exam-
ples of exercises can be, but are not limited 
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to jumping jacks, laps around the boundar-
ies, rope jumps, lunges, sit ups, knee bends, 
hops on one foot, and push ups. 

2. After performing the exercise, teammates will 
proceed to uncover another poly spot to lo-

cate the card that matches the card inside the 
hoop (See Figures 47 and 48). Hint: a huge 
strategy and key to this game is to remember, 
for future references, what is under the already 
viewed poly spots and where they are located 
like in the card game of concentration.

3. Every team must continue this process and 
cannot rotate to the next hoop until they have 
matched the card inside their current hoop.   

4. Once a match is made, the team must replace 
the card under the spot before rotating to the 
next hoop to continue finding new matches.

Encourage teams to never give up by persevering 
through mistakes and mismatched cards. Team-
work is crucial because the mismatched cards 
found earlier may be important for future matches. 
Remind students that every card has three matches 
somewhere underneath all 40 poly spots (except 
for the joker, which only has one match). The team 
to successfully travel counterclockwise through all 
14 hoops the fastest will be declared the winners 
for that round. Each team should return to their 
original hoop before starting a new round.

Rules and Safety: 
1. Each team, once they complete a match, may 

move to another hoop and work on matching 
the same card as another team (if the team has 
not yet made their match), but are not allowed 
to share answers with the other team.

2. A team can uncover any card as long as anoth-
er team is not present.

3. A team can uncover one card at a time and 
must rotate to the next hoop if it is a match or 
perform an exercise before going to uncover 
another card.

4. Poly spots and cards may not be moved to 
another location or brought back to a team’s 
hoop. Cards must be placed under the poly 

Figure 46:  Didn’t find a match … performing sit ups

Figure 47:  Searching for a match

Figure 48:  Finding a match
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spots whether there is or is not a match.

5. Teammates who uncover more than one card 
at a time are not using teamwork and will be in-
structed to sit out for two minutes for cheating.

Variations:
1. Allow teams to uncover two or more cards at 

a time.

2. Teams must create an addition problem when 
a mismatch occurs

What Lies Beneath? • Diagram

= Hula Hoops with Cards = Poly spots with one card underneath

A

Joker
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Word Search Showdown — 3–8
Objective:  Word Search Showdown will stretch 
the student’s minds by providing multiple opportu-
nities to recall and practice spelling words. The com-
bination of spelling fundamentals, exercise, memo-
rization, and teamwork forces players to strategize 
and think while constantly exercising to spell words 
and earn as many points as possible.

Equipment:   (Needs are based on a class of 56 
students)

 � Scrabble tile sets (Scrabble tile sets are recom-
mended for their durability. Note: before pur-
chasing sets, I recommend asking colleagues and 
friends to donate any Scrabble games that they 
may have lying around the house. Also, consider 
what is in a typical Scrabble set to determine 
how many tile sets you will need for your class-
es. I recommend one set per 15-20 students. A 
game of Scrabble contains 100 letter tiles in the 
following distribution:

• 2 blank tiles (scoring 0 points)
• E x 12, A x 9, I x 9, O x 8, R x 6, N x 6, T x 6, L x 

4, S x 4, and U x 4 (scoring 1 point)
• D x 4, and G x 3 (scoring 2 points)
• B x 2, C x 2, M x 2, and P x 2 (scoring 3 points)
• F x 2, H x 2, V x 2, W x 2, and Y x 2 (scoring 4 

points)
• K x 1 (scoring 5 points)
• J x 1, and X x 1 (scoring 8 points)
• Q x 1, and Z x 1 (scoring 10 points)

 � Optional: consider making alphabet sets on in-
dex cards, printing and laminating sets of letters 
or utilizing pre-printed alphabet cards or teach-
ing tools.  

 � Paper (one per student; standard 8.5 x 11 paper 
cut into 4 sections)

 � Pens and/or pencils (10-15; these will be placed 
somewhere outside of the playing area for safe-
ty reasons)

 � List of exercises (written on board or posted on 
gym walls)

 � Optional: traffic cones (8-12)

Procedure:   Scatter all of the Scrabble tiles or 
alphabet sets (face up) on the floor in the center 
area of the gym. Optional: encircle the scrabbles 
tiles with the traffic cones to provide a small buffer 
between the tiles and the students. Next, place all 
pens at a table or area outside of the designated 
playing area or gym boundaries. The object of the 
game is for each player to score as many points as 
possible by exercising and earning letters to cre-
ate words.

To Begin: hand each student a piece of paper and 
instruct them to sit in personal space, away from 
the scrabble tiles, to await further instructions. Ex-
plain that a point is earned for every letter in every 
word that a player creates. Each word must also 
be checked by the teacher before it can be record-
ed onto each player’s piece of paper. Each player 
must first earn the right to take a trip to the cen-
ter of the gym each time they want to get a letter. 
A trip to the center to get or return an unwant-
ed letter is earned by performing any exercise/
skill written on the board or posted on the gym 
walls. Note: the exercises and skills can be replaced 
or modified at the teacher’s discretion (see Mathletic 
Task Sheet A-D for some exercise examples). All play-
ers, after earning a trip, may go to the center and 
choose one letter to go towards their word (See 
Figure 49). 

 The key to a player’s success is to determine how to 
create words. Each player has the choice to create 
words as an individual, with a partner, in groups, 
and/or a combination of the three choices. For ex-
ample, a player could work by himself, change his 
mind and go work with a friend, change his mind 
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again and go join a group of friends, etc. at any-
time during a game. Note: all words chosen to be 
spelled must contain 4 or more letters (See Figures 
50 and 51).  

Players choosing to work alone can pace them-
selves and create any word they want. The only 
possible setback is that no one else will be con-
tributing to the word, thus taking longer to com-
plete a word. A potential benefit could be that 
there is nobody to argue with about what words 
to choose and which letters to find. Players choos-
ing to work with a partner or in larger groups have 
different challenges. These groups must commu-
nicate much more by deciding on a word that 
equals the amount of people in their group since 
everyone must contribute a letter to the selected 
word. They must also communicate who will go 
and get what letters, which if not discussed can 
lead to chaos. The potential for arguing and frus-
tration is much greater if this strategy is chosen. 
On the other hand, the potential benefit would be 
getting letters to a word much quicker than the 
individual method. For example, a group of six 
players could spell “apples” six times faster than 
an individual who would have to perform six exer-
cises to earn the same letters. Each player/group 
must adhere to the following procedures to get 
credit for each word:

1. Select a word and earn one letter from the 
center for each exercise completed.

2. Find a personal space within the gym bound-
aries and spell the word on the ground.

3. Get the teacher’s attention by raising your 
hands. All players, upon the teacher’s approval 
of the word and its spelling, must return all let-
ters to center before going to the designated 
area where the pens are located to record the 
word on their personal piece of paper. Note: 
students should also write their names on their 
paper during their first trip. The teacher may of-
fer guidance for any misspelled words or sug-
gest that the student(s) pick a new word to 
spell (See Figure 52).

4. Continue the game by choosing a new word 

Figure 49:  Choosing a letter to complete a word

Figure 50:  Quintuplet

Figure 51:  Skeleton
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to spell. Note: remind students that they can 
change groups or work alone at anytime during 
the game.    

Optional: before going to the next round, stop 
and let students share some possible strategies 
they utilized to be successful, placing special em-
phasis on those teams that were thinking “outside 
of the box.” 

A signal will be given at the end of class for each 
player to find their own personal space. Players will 
then count one point for every letter in each word 
recorded on their piece of paper. The player(s) 
with the highest score will be labeled the Word 
Search Showdown Champion. The teacher will 
recognize all other players by announcing the fol-
lowing categories that each player may fall under:

1. 81-100 points is a Genius

2. 61-80 points is  a Scholar

3. 41-60 points is Gifted

4. 21-40 points is Exceptional

5. 1-20 points is Skilled

Rules and Safety:
1. Players must earn the right to make a trip to 

the center of the gym each time they want to 
get a letter.

2. A trip to the center, to get or return an un-
wanted letter, is earned by performing any ex-
ercise/skill on the exercise list.

3. All words chosen to be spelled must contain 4 
or more letters. A word may not be repeated 
on an individual’s paper. No proper nouns may 
be used such as Matt, Sara, etc.

4. Players may go to the designated area to re-
cord their word upon the teacher’s approval 
of the word and its spelling. The teacher may 
offer guidance for any misspelled words or 
suggest that the student(s) pick a new word to 
spell.

5. All letters must be returned to the center be-
fore going to record the word.

6. Each letter in a word equals one point. 

Variations: 
1. Allow players to get more than one letter at a 

time.

2. Use the actual Scrabble scoring system. Play-
ers will add up the points labeled on each 
Scrabble letter tile.

3. Create predetermined word lists to reinforce 
the learning and spelling of Grade-level 
words.

Figure 52:  A sample word list
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Word Up — 2–8

Objective:  Word Up, derived from Building Blocks 
(Hughes, PE2theMax, 2003) is a game designed to 
stretch student’s minds by providing multiple op-
portunities to recall and practice spelling words and 
creating sentences. The combination of spelling 
fundamentals, locomotor movements, and team-
work forces players to strategize and think while 
constantly exercising to spell words and earn as 
many points as possible.

Equipment:   (Needs are based on a class of 60)
 � Scrabble tile sets (2-4; Scrabble tile sets are 

recommended for their durability. Note: be-
fore purchasing sets, I recommend asking col-
leagues and friends to donate any Scrabble 
games that they may have lying around their 
classroom or house. Also, consider what is in a 
typical Scrabble set to determine how many tile 
sets you will need for your classes. I recommend 
one set per 15-20 students. A game of Scrabble 
contains 100 letter tiles (see Crack the Code for 
the complete letter tile distribution).

 � Buckets or pop up hampers (2) 

 � Hula-hoops (12 or 1 per team)

 � Optional: consider makings alphabet sets on in-
dex cards, printing and laminating sets of letters 
or utilizing pre-printed alphabet cards or teach-
ing tools.

Procedure:   Before classes arrive, divide the 
Scrabble tiles and place them inside two 5-gallon 
buckets to be positioned at opposite ends of the 
longest length of the gym against each end wall. 
Rest six hoops flat on the floor against the wall 
at each end of the gym (see diagram for set up). 
When classes arrive, instruct students to get into 
groups of five, choose a captain, go to one of the 
12 hoops and sit down to await further instruc-
tions. The object of the game is for each team to 

earn as many Scrabble tiles as possible to create 
the most words. 

To Begin: each group must quickly brainstorm 
and determine how to travel from their hoop to 
the opposite end line and back in order to collect 
two Scrabble tiles. Teams must keep in mind the 
following rules when attempting to earn Scrabble 
tiles: 

1. All five players from each team must be con-
nected or in contact with each other while 
traveling to the end line and back (See Figure 
53).

2. Teams must come up with a new way to travel 
to the end line each time they attempt to earn 
a Scrabble tile (See Figure 54). A team may not 
perform the same locomotor skill twice. For 
example, all five players might hold hands and 
skip to the end line and back, after which they 
may not travel by skipping again. The first four 
or five skills will be easy, but creating new ways 
to travel as a team will gradually get tougher, 
requiring teammates to use critical thinking to 
come up with more ideas. 

3. Teams earn two Scrabble tiles at a time with 
each new team locomotor skill performed to 
the end line and back. Upon returning to their 
hoop, each captain goes to the 5-gallon buck-
et on their side of the gym, grabs two Scrabble 
tiles, and drops them inside their hoop before 
the team performs a new movement.

When given the opportunity to develop new ways 
to travel, students may come up with some po-
tentially unsafe ideas, such carrying teammates 
in various ways. If the class is mature enough, let 
teams explore the endless ways they can use. You 
will be amazed at many of the fascinating ideas 
that teams come u with. If you are in doubt about 
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your students’ ability to make safe choices, then 
you must determine which of the following rules 
to implement:

1. Players, if you think an idea is potentially 
dangerous, do not do it!

2. No carrying teammates on each other’s 
shoulders.

3. Teams must walk when carrying a team-
mate.

Rules and Safety: 
Teams must keep in mind the following rules, safe-
ty, and strategies when attempting to spell words: 

1. Teams may collaborate and work together to 
spell words at anytime during the game. En-
courage teams not to spend too much time 

spelling words because they may lose valu-
able time for collecting more Scrabble tiles.

2. One point is earned for every letter in every 
word. A word may not be repeated and proper 
nouns may not be used such as Matt, Sara, etc. 
Blank tiles can represent any letter. 

3. All words chosen to be spelled must contain 
one or more letters. 

4. The key to a team’s success is to utilize the 
most letters by placing them in words in or-
der to earn the most points. Each team should 
think ahead of words they want to spell and 
encourage their captain to get the letters to 
spell the predetermined words. Bonus: dou-
ble points will be awarded for creating com-
plete sentences. The sentence must include 
six or more words. For example, the 31-letter 
sentence “I love playing in physical education” 
would earn a team 62 points.

5. Captains may not return or exchange letters 
once they have been removed from the bucket. 

6. Teams may not interfere with another team’s 
hoop due to the possibility of accidentally 
scrambling up words.

7. Captains who take more than two letters 
or teams who interfere with another team’s 
hoops will be penalized by having two or 
more words removed from their hoop. 

All teams must return to their hoops when the 
time limit designated by the teacher has expired 
or when there are no more Scrabble tiles. Be sure 
to provide a 1- to 3-minute countdown to allow 
each team the opportunity to finish spelling their 
words. Instruct captains to calculate their team’s 
totals. The teacher will travel to each team’s hoop 
to gather scores and to double check scores if nec-
essary. After the countdown, words may not be 
completed or altered. Clean up and start a new 
game once a team has been declared a winner. 

Figure 53:  Connected and traveling

Figure 54:  Connecting and traveling a new way
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Variations:
1. Increase or decrease the size of each group 

based on class size. 

2. Create a different method for earning Scrab-
ble tiles.

3. Allow teams to collect one scrabble tile at 
a time or more than two at a time. This will 
greatly increase the number of words being 
created.

4. Do not allow teams to talk.

Word Up • Diagram
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